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The Author's Image:
Italian Sixteenth-Century Printed Portraits
Ruth Mortimer

PREFACE

T

his work is an expansion of a lecture first given in 1971 at the University of
Toronto at a conference on The Italian Renaissance and Northern Europe.
The lecture was repeated at a New England Renaissance Conference at the
University of Massachusetts in Amherst, at Princeton University, and as the Philip
and Frances Hofer Lecture at Harvard University. The material for the original
lecture came from Philip Hofer's collection now in the Department of Printing and
Graphic Arts in the Harvard College Library, and the topic itself was suggested by
Philip Hofer when he remarked on the number of portraits worthy of inclusion as
illustration for my two-volume catalogue of his Italian sixteenth-century books, a
Harvard University Press publication in 1974. From my position as Rare Book
Cataloguer for Printing and Graphic Arts in the Harvard College Library, I was
granted a research leave in 1974 to do a systematic survey of these portraits beyond
the Department, in the general Houghton Library collection ofltalian imprints and
in the literature on early Italian printing. The basic references for the books from
which these portraits are reproduced may be found in my catalogue, Harvard
College Library Department of Printing and Graphic Arts Catalogue of Books and
Manuscripts, Part II, Italian 16th Century Books (Cambridge, Mass.: The Belknap
Press of Harvard University Press, 1974), and in Max Sander, Le livre afigures italien,
depuis 1467 jusqu'a 1530 (Milan: Ulrico Hoepli, 1942). John Pope-Hennessy's The
Portrait in the Renaissance (New York: Bollingen Foundation, 1966; distributed by
Pantheon Books; Bollingen Series, 3 5) is essential to an understanding of the artistic
context in which these book portraits appeared. My personal approach to this
subject of portraiture was influenced by Natalie Zemon Davis,James E. Walsh, and
John Lancaster.
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IUMS DEL ARGVTO ET FACETO
POETA BERNARDO BELINZON6
FIORNTINO

Figure 1. BernardoBellincioni.Rime.
4'. Milan, Philippus Mantegatius,july
15, 1493. Leaf a4'. Courtesy of the
Division of Rare and Manuscript Collections,Cornell UniversityLibrary.
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THE SCHOLAR

A woodcut portrait of the author in studied concentration was used in 1493 to
represent a fifteenth-century Florentine poet, Bernardo Bellincioni, in an edition of
his Rime printed in Milan (figure 1). I use it here as an outline sketch that was to be
shaded, complicated, and animated in the course of the sixteenth century. It is too
contemplative even for Bellincioni, who was a livelier poet than this pose suggests.
He is neatly confined between columns. There is no view from the window. His
features are no more distinct than those of the carved head on the desk.
What is seen in the reproductions in this study is the variety of the ways in
which the emerging consciousness and self-consciousness of the author affect the
book and the book trade of the sixteenth century. The Italian sixteenth century
is in this sense an age of mirrors, and the book a reflection of a habit of mind. In
Italy especially, words were not enough. The man who looked into himself and
found that he had something to say, also looked at himself. The art of the book
had to develop in competition with painting, sculpture, and architecture, and it
borrowed freely from its competitors. The art of portraiture in the printed book
assumed, rightly, a measure of egotism on the part of the author met by a
curiosity on the part of the reader.
A literary and a visual image were developing simultaneously. The illustrated
book should be seen as a unit, text and pictures working together, influencing each
other and influenced by the act of publication. It is not surprising, considering the
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Figure 2. Bernardino Corio. Patria
historia.f". Milan,Alessandro
Minuziano,
1503. Leef1r5". By permission cif the
Houghton Library.

richness and prestige of the Italian painted portrait, that the author wished to be
seen as well as read. In the printed portrait, the medium-woodblock
or copperplate-has its limitations, but we can substitute text, words, for color and respect
the imagination at work on the image.
The Bellincioni portrait has its own elegance, but it is a portrait of an idea rather
than an individual. This is the ideal author, seated in the ideal study, in 1493.
Ten years later, I 503, Bernardino Corio appeared in a full-page woodcut in his
folio history of Milan (figure 2). This could be seen as the Bellincioni portrait
enlarged and moved into focus. A wealth of architectural and costume detail-the
ornamentation of the side pillars, the fur on the collar of the robe-fills in the
outline. Corio is not reading his book but writing it. The page before him is half
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Figure 3. Lodovico de Varthema.
Itinerario. 8". Venice, Giorgio Rusconi,
1517. Title page. By permission of the
Houghton Library.

finished and he holds his pen ready. His subject is lettered on the book standing
open on the shelf behind him. Of the two mottoes above his head, the second, in
Italian, suggests a double meaning for the working scholar: that Corio revives the
facts of history and that his book will make him immortal. An inscription below,
addressed to him by Stefano Dolcini, claims that he will do for Milan what Livy
did for Rome. Corio's coat of arms appears twice in the architectural decoration.
The dog signifies in his label "Apathes" the quality of impartiality essential to an
historian, and is suggestive of the dogs lying at the feet of their masters in tomb
sculpture. As Apathes, he is guarding Corio, who is very much alive to the writing
of his book but also conscious of the fact that he must live in it after his death. This
block could be used in another book of Corio's but not in a book by another
author. It has lost for the printer the mobility of the typical fifteenth-century woodblock, but it has gained for the author a new kind of status in the world of letters.
The particularization of the portrait of the author, showing him writing a work
that can be identified by the illustration, continues in the most rewarding of the
scholar-author figures. The artist Zoan Andrea of the portrait of Lodovico de
Varthema in a r 5 r 7 Venice octavo edition of his Itinerariotook the model of the
scholar at his desk and seated Varthema at a globe of desk height, which he traces
with his pen as though it were his book (figure 3). A large pair of compasses on the
bench behind him stand for observation based on measurement and thus verifiable
knowledge. Varthema works outside a building, within sight of the sea and a large
ship, the equipment for the exploration of his text. The shadowed wall behind
Varthema is shown as an exterior wall more clearly in a Milan copy of this Venice
cut, used by Giovanni Angelo Scinzenzeler in an edition of 1523 (figure 4).
Copying is a commonplace of book illustration. Given printing itself as a repetitive process and a public demand for illustrated books, the Italian printer borrowed
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or copied woodblocks whenever he could. The 1517 Varthema block, for instance,
was repeated in Venice editions of 1518, 1520, and 1522, and was copied twice at
Venice and once in Milan before 1530. It is always necessary to go back to the first
edition of a book or the first appearance of a subject before claiming originality for
any sequence of illustrations.
As in literary imitation, copying is sometimes a creative rather than a degenerative process. The idea of the Varthema portrait was expanded in a woodcut of
Mauro of Florence, designed for the 1537 Venice edition of his translation ofSacro
Bosco, the Sphera volgare.Mauro uses the globe to balance the book in which he
writes (figure 5). The land masses on the globe are labeled, and the second globe is
turned to show Asia. There are now two ships. Varthema's background was so
shaded that part of it was artistically vague. Mauro's is in full light, from the sun,
moon, and multitude of stars. The instruments hanging on the wall are more
sophisticated than the original compasses. Varthema's simple cross cut border of
1517 has been developed into space for a collection of scientific and musical instruments, constellations and figures intended to supplement and interact with the
author. He is encroaching on the border with his right foot. This illustration shows
what happens when the copyist goes beyond his model. In so doing, he was sensitive to the intellectual climate of his time.
The half-length portrait of the author as working scholar also originates in the
fifteenth-century book, with what generally is recorded as the earliest printed
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Figure 4. Lodovico de Varthema.
Itinerario. 4''.. 1\1ilan,Gio,,an11iAngelo
Scinzenzeler,
1523. Title page.
Courtesy of Lilly Library, Indiana
University, Bloomington, Indiana.

Figure5. ,vlauro of Florence.In Joannes
de Saao Bosco, Sphera volgare. 4".
Vmice, BartolomeoZanetti, 1537. Leaf
/A]2". By permission of the Houghton
Library.
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Figure6. PaulusFlorentinus.Breviarium
totius juris canonici, sive Decretonnn
breviarium. f" & 4''. Milan, Leonhard

P(Uhe/and UlderiwsSd11zenzeler,Au,:ust
28, 1479. Leaf *1'. Courtesy of Spedal

Collections,HaroardLaw SchoolLibrary.

author portrait (figure 6). This is a half-length portrait of Paulus Florentinus set into
the beginning of the index of his Breviarium totius Juris canonici, sive Decretorum
breviarium,Milan, Leonhard Pachel and Uldericus Scinzenzeler, 1497. He wears the
patriarchal cross on his robe and is identified on the block by initials only,
M[agister] P[aulus] F[lorentinus] O[rdinis] S[ancti] S[piriti]. The cross is repeated as
architectural decoration with the insignia of his Order, the Dove of the Holy Spirit,
in the pediment of the border.
The full-face portrait of Giacomo Gualla on the title-page of his Papiesanctuarium,
printed at Pavia in 1505, engages the reader directly and commands attention with
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the gesture of the uplifted hand (figure 7). The portrait is used first on the title page
and then repeated twice within the volume, which reiterates the gesture. The
direct and didactic confrontation was more important than the features of the
author. However closely it may have resembled Gualla in 1505, the woodcut was
copied to serve as another author, Cornelius Nepos, in another city, Turin, three
years later. In reproductions of the two Varthema portraits, the copyist can be
found making changes, even to regularizing the features of the same author figure.
The block cutter of the Cornelius Nepos portrait made no move to change his
model. The differences between the two woodcuts were caused by the less skilled
knife of the copyist. The first text repetition of the Gualla portrait is surrounded by
a full-page border, and the copyist of the Turin portrait also copied the border. The
addition of the border somewhat softened the box-like frame of the portrait, which
seems stark on the title page.
A portrait influenced by Gualla's pose but with its own validity is the woodcut
on the title page of the 1516 Parma edition of Francesco Maria Grapaldi's De partibus
aedium (figure 8). The near symmetry of the eyebrows, the hair, the collar and folds
of the robe works down to the symmetrical arrangement of Grapaldi's two hands
matched by the lines written on the paper before him. At first glance he seems to
be writing with both hands, but the left hand holds the knife for trimming his quill
pen. The De partibus aedium includes a chapter on the library and a brief note on

Figure7. GiacomoCua/la. Papie sanctuarium. 4'. Pavia,Jacopo
da Borgofranco,
1505. Title page. By permissionof the
Houghton Library.

Figure 8. FrancescoMaria Grapaldi.
De partibus aedium. 4'. Parma,Ottaviano Saladoand FrancescoUgoleto,for
Antonius Quintianus, 1516. Title page.
By permissionof the HoughtonLibrary.
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Figure9. AlessandroAchillino.Anatomicae annotationes. 4'. Bologna,
GirolamoBenedetti,1520.Leef a1'. By
permissionefthe HoughtonLibrary.

printing. The earlier editions of Grapaldi were unillustrated. The portrait probably
was prompted by the death of Grapaldi in r 5 r 5. It does have something of a funeral
monument quality, but the author still communicates with his reader by facing him
from the title page.
In the painting of the Italian Renaissance, the saints begin to take on aspects of
portraiture and to look like live Florentines and Venetians, to look human
according to principles that allowed the human figure to approach perfection. One
rule for the painting of saints was carried over into the first author portraits. The
saints were identified in a picture by their attributes or symbols of martyrdom. The
books and pens in the hands of these early authors are their attributes, or, as some
would complain, their symbols of martyrdom. The laurel wreath, with all its classical associations, is another symbol in evidence throughout the century. Here
Grapaldi wears one twined around his hat.
The portrait of Alessandro Achillino (figure 9) is also an instructive portrait, like
Gualla's or Grapaldi's. The woodcut portrait appeared in r 520, eight years after his
death, in an edition of his Anatomicae annotationesprinted at Bologna, where he had
been professor of natural philosophy and theoretical medicine. The pointing finger
is, by 1520, familiar from poses of Aesop, Terence, or Livy. Part of the printer's
stock of type ornaments was a supply of little pointing hands (like the one on the
Grapaldi title) to be set into the margins at intervals. Achillino leans on that arm
and turns his head away from book and reader momentarily, his attention caught
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elsewhere. This portrait is extraordinary for the manner in which the artist handled
the woodblock, cutting to expose strong areas of contrasting black and white. This
portrait is the direct result of knife and block, not the faithful transfer of a drawing.
The stolid profile of Luigi Borra, against a white ground (figure IO), recalls the
Paulus Florentinus portrait. On the Borra title page, the figure is enclosed in a plain
double-line border; the title and motto are not set in type but are cut in wood as
a unit with the portrait. The manacles below the figure, which resemble the letter
B turned on its side, have been the subject of some speculation. They are probably
symbolic of the author's "imprisonment" by the love celebrated in his verse rather
than a reference to an actual imprisonment. The visual link between title, portrait,
and motto is emblematic in nature. The composition is simpler than the Corio
mixture of mottoes, arms, and labels. The Borra volume was printed at Milan in
I 542, within the first decade of the popularization of the emblem book. The appeal
of the first emblem books was based on the simultaneous presentation of one idea
in triple form-motto,
picture, verse text on a single page. In a well-wrought
emblem, each of the three elements extended the range of meaning of the others.
The Borra title characterizes the book in this fashion.
Tommasino de' Bianchi, called de' Lancellotti, appears not with his book but
with his subject matter on his Stadera del formento, Modena, 1544 (figure II).
Bianchi is demonstrating the weighing of grain. In the upper left comer is a view
of Modena with the Ghirlandina campanile. Bianchi is pictured but not named on

Figure 10. Luigi Borra. L'amorose
rime. 4'. Milan, Giovanni Antonio
Castiglione,for Andrea Calvo, 1542.
Titlepage.By pennissionof theHoughton
Library.
Figure 11. Tommasino de' Bianchi,
called de' Lancellotti. Stadera de!
formento. 4''. Modena, Antonio Gadaldino, 1544. Title page. By permission of the Houghton Library.
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Figure 12. Sabha da Castiglione.
Ricordi overo ammaestramenti ...
ne qvali . . . si ragiona . . . che si
ricercano a vn vero gentil' huomo.
4 '. Venice,PaoloGherardo,1555. Title
page. By permission of the Houghton
Library.
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this title page. The next leaf has a long descriptive title, giving his name as author,
with Este and Modena coats of arms, and later in the volume there are woodcuts
ofBianchi's arms and notary seal. The combination of the portrait and the coats of
arms serves to emphasize Bianchi's official capacity in Modena. He is not a literary
figure. His Cronacamodenesecovering the years 1506-1554 remained in manuscript
during his lifetime and was not printed until the nineteenth century.
The mid-century portraits exhibit a refinement of technique. A portrait such as
that of Sabba da Castiglione (figure 12) has much in common with the Corio
portrait in conception, while in execution the full shading of the block is already
approaching the fine line of the copperplate. The portrait conveys a seriousness of
purpose with regard to his text, which is concerned with the conduct oflife. There
are clues to Castiglione's personality in the details: his heraldic shield hanging
against a dagger from the wall on one side, the rosary on the other. He wears the
Maltese cross of the Order of the Knights of St. John of Jerusalem around his neck
and on a ring on his finger. Although he holds his pen on the open page, the text
is placed so that the viewer of the portrait can read it. Castiglione is writing with
his left hand. The text on the portrait is "Dirige Domine sinistram meam in
laudetvr," and his address to the reader takes up this same theme: " ... ricusai
sempre iscusandomi con la vecchiezza, con la indispositione, & sopra tutto con la
difficulta, & fatica grande del mi ritroso, & sconcio scriuere con la sinistra mano a
me naturale, qual era si necessario, che non si potea fare senza esso."
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Figure 13. Bernardino Cirillo. Annali
della citti dell' Aquila. 4". Rome,
Giulio Aaolto, 1570. Leaf a1'. By
permissionof the Houghton Library.

Bernardino Cirillo's book Annali dellacittddell' Aquila was completed in 1540 but
it was not printed until 1570. The portrait of Cirillo at age forty, which he was in
1540, would have been a woodcut in that year, but by 1570 the Rome printer,
Giulio Accolto, followed the trend towards engraving (figure 13). The figure of
Cirillo has withdrawn into the softer line of the copperplate. His table is furnished
with an hourglass on a closed book, a pen resting in an inkpot. An old man when
the book was printed, Cirillo let his historical sense govern the portrait as well,
showing himself arrested in time.
THE

SAINT

In the early sixteenth century, the prototype for the scholar writing was the scholarsaint. The saints as authors had the authority of the Church behind them. As
subjects for author portraits, with few authentic portraits known, they could be
rendered easily by selected attributes available to artists untutored or uninterested
in physiognomy. The outline portrait used for Bernardo Bellincioni could be made
into a saint by the simple addition of a halo, or made from a saint by the subtraction of a halo.
At the close of the fifteenth century, Florence was the center for the production
of a pamphlet literature consisting of Rappresentazioni(dramatizations of the lives of
the saints and Bible stories), sermons of Savonarola, and religious tracts. The
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Figure 14. St. Augustine. Sermoni
volgari. 4 ". [Florence,LorenzoMorgiani
and Joannes Petri, ca. 1500.J Leaf a1'.
Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript
Library, Yale University.
Figure 15. St. Antoninus, Archbishop
of Florence.Confessione generale. 8'.
[Florence,]for Bernardo Pacini, 1518.
Titlepage.By permissionof theHoughton
Library.

scholar-saint such as the St. Augustine in a pseudo-Augustine Sermonivolgariplaced
ca. 1500 is a typical Florentine woodcut, cleanly cut with very little shading and
good white space, some area left black (here the window in the upper right), and
enclosed in a decorative border cut on the block (figure 14). The block on the title
page of the 1518 Confessionegenerateof St. Antoninus, Archbishop of Florence
(figure 15), is the same one recorded in 1493 on another work of Antoninus, and
it can be traced further to 1491 when it was used to represent St. Augustine in the
spurious Soliloquii. This is ordinary progress for such a block, particularly in
Florence where so much of the sixteenth-century illustration is composed of
fifteenth-century blocks from the height of the Florentine style.
Working within the confines of these small blocks for quarto pamphlets, the
Florentine artist managed to include the domestic detail that painters used to fill out
their portraits of the scholar-saints and churchmen. The bound books decorated
with metal bosses, the hourglass, the embroidered curtain in the Augustine cut, the
leaded window in the Antoninus, these are well chosen. The apple on the shelf is
common to both. The bishop's miter defines the figure further as a bishop-saint,
but that still leaves the block available for several saints. The identification as a saint
was important; the identity of the saint was less so. There is sufficient coincidence
in the position of the saint and the furnishing of the room to suggest that one of
these blocks is a carefully disguised reverse copy of the other or that they both refer
to a common source. Copying such as this comes from the need to reproduce a
convention while exercising some imagination in details.
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Figure 16. St. Jerome. Biblia ad
vetvstissima exemplaria nunc recens
castigata. j". Venice, Giacomo Vidali,
for heirs of Niccolo Bevilacqua, 1576.
Titlepage.By permissionefthe Houghton
Library.

The scholar-saint most readily recognized by his attributes is St. Jerome,
portrayed in many editions of the Bible. The representation offered two possibilities to the artist, according to his affinity for landscape or interior. He could depict
the saint kneeling before a crucifix in the wilderness or the saint in his study. The
title woodcut for a 1576 Venice Bible has all the elements of the earlier interior
representations crowded into a late woodcut and surrounded by a border of
grotesques and scrollwork (figure 16). Hanging on a pillar is the cardinal's hat.
Settled on the floor in front of the desk is the lion. This is one of many St. Jerome
portraits in which the facial expressions of saint and lion are similar. The cardinal's
hat is an error that was absorbed into the iconography, the result of a mistaken
belief that Jerome was a cardinal.
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Figure 17. St. Luke. £pistole: &
eua[n]gelij volgari hystoriade. f'.
Venice, GiovanniAntonio de' Nicolini
da Sabbioand brothers,for Niccoloand
Domenico dal Jesus, 1522 [misdated
1512}. Leaf N1'. By permissionefthe
HoughtonLibrary.
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The Evangelists belong with the scholar-saints, since books as well as beasts are
their attributes. Behind the Evangelists of the sixteenth century lies a long manuscript tradition apart from painting and sculpture. The relationship of Evangelical
beast to human figure is more complex than that of attribute to saint, because these
beasts originate in an Apocalyptic vision in which the beasts surround the Lamb of
Christ. The need to retain the vision was such that in some manuscripts of the
Gospels, the "author" portrait took the form of the symbolic beast alone. There are
also Bible manuscripts in which the Lamb is given the human form of Christ while
the lion, ox, eagle, and angel hold the books of the Evangelists so that no other
mortal figure is present. The figures did take over in the manuscript, and the
symbols, once active, became tame companions.
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Figure 18. St. Luke. Evangelivm
sanctvm (Arabic text). f'. Rome,
TypographiaMedicea,1591. Leaf [90]".
By permissionof the HoughtonLibrary.

The strongest of the sixteenth-century Evangelist portraits exhibit an independence that proves that a frequently used motif need not disintegrate through
copying. Something of the original significance of the symbol is revived in the
invention of new ways to bring the two forms together. In the Venice Epistole &
evangelijvolgarihystoriadeof 1522 (misdated 1512), a circular portrait of St. Luke was
cut on a woodblock after an engraving by Agostino Veneziano (figure 17). The
swirling motion of the folds of cloth and clouds is suddenly arrested by the book
and the concentrated gaze of the ox and saint.
In another St. Luke, one of the woodcuts designed by Antonio Tempesta for the
Arabic Gospels printed at the Typographia Medicea in 1591, the Evangelical beast
fills the woodcut and overshadows the Evangelist himself, who sits within the curve
of the ox's wing (figure 18). The line of the outer wing and its feathers is repeated
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Figure 19. St. Augustine. Oratione.
8°. Brescia,BernardinoMisinta, 1504.

Titlepage.By permissionof theHoughton
Library.

in the curved open pages of the book in which the saint is preparing to write. The
ox raises one foreleg to move around the saint as the saint raises his hand to the
inkwell. The block is signed by both Tempesta and the block cutter Leonardo
Parasole, the cutter's knife beside his initials.
These are saints at work. The concurrent tradition of the rigid icon-figure,
meant to be contemplated in the spirit of the text, is well illustrated by another
fifteenth-century block that reappeared in the sixteenth century as St. Augustine
(figure 19). This was used by Bernardino Misinta on two Brescia editions of a
spurious Orationein 1496 and 1504. This bishop-saint clutches his book and crozier
and allows the artist to concentrate on the cutting of the pattern of his robe.
The woodcut figure of St. Catherine of Siena, in the 1500 Aldine edition of her
Epistole, is a figure for contemplation, like the Brescia St. Augustine, but this author
portrait has a special interest for students of typography rather than iconography
(figure 20). 1 The words on the book and the heart held by the saint are set in type,
and this is significantly the first appearance of the new Aldine italic. The italic,
designed and cut by Francesco Griffo, was introduced as text type in the Aldine
Virgil of April 1501. The Petrarch of July 1501 marked its first use for an Italian
text. The design of this small italic was essential to the Aldine program for printing
scholarly texts in small format to make them convenient for students and available
to a more general reading public. Aldus obtained a privilege for the protection of
the new type, but imitation of his type and his series of pocket classics was
inevitable and immediate.
Another St. Catherine, Catherine of Bologna, was pictured in the same year of
1 500, in a Bologna edition of her Libra devoto or Le armi necessariealla battaglia
1

See Ruth Mortimer,

"St. Catherine of Siena and the printed book,"

PBSA, 86 (1992), rr-22.
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Figure 20. St. Catherine of Siena.
Epistole . .f". Venice, Aldo Manuzio,
September 15, 1500. Leaf *10". By
permissionofthe Houghton Ubrary.
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Figure 2 1. St. Catherine of Bologna.
Libro deuoto. 4'. Bologna, Girolamo
Benedetti, 1511. Leef a1'. By permission of the HoughtonLibrary.
Figure22. St. Nicholas.Printer'sdevice
of Niccolo Zoppino. Marco Guazzo.
Historie di tvtte le cose degne di
memoria qvai de] anno M.D.
XXXIII. sino a questo presente sono
occorse. 4'. Venice,NiccoloZoppino,
1540. LeafDD8'. By permissionof the
Houghton Library.
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spirituale(figure 2 I). Like the Catherine of Siena block, this portrait combines the
portrait of the author with the icon figure of veneration. The rigidity of the pose
is explained by the fact that this is the body of the saint enthroned as it was miraculously preserved in the church of Corpus Domini in Bologna. The artist of this
portrait had an unusual problem. The features of his model were available to him
but in death and sanctified, so that his woodcut needed a monumental cast. The
block as originally cut was too large for the book and part of the crible border is
cropped in many copies. When the block was used again in another Bologna
edition of I 5 I I, the upper strip of border was cut off entirely.
Aldus's use of St. Catherine of Siena to consecrate, as it were, his new type is a
sophisticated manifestation of the same impulse that led a number of early Italian
printers to adopt saints as press devices. Usually these are patron saints or name
saints and easy to identify. Giorgio Rusconi's device was St. George slaying the
dragon. Bartolomeo Zanni used a figure of St. Bartholomew. When Agostino
Zanni took over the press, he continued to use the Bartholomew figure with its
now double reference to the saint and to the founder of the press. Niccolo Zoppino
had several blocks with figures of St. Nicholas receiving the three gold balls on the
open book of the Gospels (figure 22). Bernardino Stagnino printed his books "In
bibliotheca Sancti Bernardini," and his figures of St. Bernardinus of Siena are distinguished by the superior quality of block cutting (figure 23).
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The first act of self-assertion for the printer was his choice of a device. The
patron saint provided a convenient persona until the printers began to change their
attitudes towards the trade. As the interests of the printer broadened and became
secularized, the device became more emblematic and didactic. It is tempting to see
a printer's portrait in the various dragon devices of Vincenzo Busdrago in Lucca,
analogous to the name saints in the simple heraldic translation of part of his family
name-drago-into
its visual equivalent (figure 24). The religious seriousness is
lost, and the appeal is to the eye trained by the decorative arts to take pleasure in
the grotesque metamorphosis of plant into man or animal into man. A large
woodcut portrait of the printer Francesco Rossi appears at the end of his edition of
the Statuta of Ferrara in 1567 (figure 25). There are figures of saints George and
Maurelio in the Statuta title border, but the Rossi portrait is a clear expression of
personal pride in his achievement. Rossi had a long and distinguished career at
Ferrara, one that fully justified the Statuta portrait.
THE

CLASSICAL

AUTHOR

The saints came to the printed book from fresco and sculpture. They were popular
images turned to the aid of the printer in the form of scholar-saints and saints
invoked for press patronage. The revival of classical literature brought into book
ornamentation not only the gods and goddesses of Greek and Roman mythology
but the classical authors themselves as exemplars.

Figure 23. St. Bernardinusof Siena.
Primer'sdeviceof BernardinoStagnino.
Missale romanu. f". Venice,Bernardino
Stagnino, 1511. Title page. By pennission of the Houghton Library.
Figure24. Printer'sdeviceof Vincenzo
Busdrago.GiuseppeBaroncini.Tragedia. 8".Lucca,VincenzoBusdrago,1552.
Titlepage.By pennissionoftheHoughton
Library.
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Figure 25. Francesco Rossi. In Statvta
vrbis Ferrariae nvper reformata. f".
Feffara, Francesco Rossi, 1567. Leaf
EEE8v. By permission of the Houghton

Library.
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Plutarch, as he appears in an epitome of the Lives printed at Ferrara in I 501,
introduces several points relevant to the printing of classical authors as the century
opened (figure 26). In a situation where imitation was a virtue and endless repetition was encouraged by the woodblock, the flashes of originality are doubly significant. This is not the usual closet portrait. The artist who pictures Plutarch in his
study would have difficulty in establishing the distinction between his author and
the ordinary scholar. Some printers were concerned with making just that distinction. There is some idea here of the classical author as participant in nature while
he works. The resulting position of the figure might be awkward, but the suggestion is valid. While the figure is seen as Plutarch, the hanging viol and bow probably refer to the attribution (now questioned) of a treatise on music. The diligence
of the fifteenth- and sixteenth-century editors in resurrecting and preparing for the
press all extant classical texts has its pictorial counterpart in the search for such
learned symbols to accompany a portrait figure. Plutarch had a special appeal to an
age beginning to be conscious of biography and eager for classical precedent for
studying the lives of famous men. The publication of an epitome of the Lives at this
date proves that the interest in Plutarch was popular as well as academic.
The Plutarch woodcut was in its own way an epitome of the features of the classical author. From this point of view, the viol and bow lose their literal reference
and serve as poetic overtones to the general picture of literary composition. The
block can represent a quality of authorship rather than a specific author, and as such

Figure26. Plutarch.Epithome plutarchi
(translationand abridgment by Dario
Tiberti). 4'. Ferrara,Lorenzo di Rossi,
1501. Leef7T4v. By permission of the
Houghton Library.
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Figure27. Cicero.In Giovanni Battista
de/la Valle, Vallo. 8". Venice, Niccolo
Zoppino, 1529. Title page. Department
of Rare Books and Special Collections,
PrincetonUniversityLibary.

it reappears in another Ferrara book ca. 1505, Francesco Negri's Pullata contioin d.
Herculis inferias.While the moving of blocks from one text to another in this
manner was standard practice, this move makes a portrait designed as a classical
author serve as a modern poet, Negri. Negri was not unaware of the efficacies of
true portraiture, since his book has on its title page another portrait, that of Ercole
d'Este, the subject of his funerary oration. It may be that a figure of Negri abstracted
as "Poeta" could accompany the text without competing with the true portrait of
Ercole. Imitation of the classical style in literature could make such a classical mask
acceptable to an author in the first decade of the century.
Two Venetian title pages of I 529 show printers using classical authors to advertise various texts. Like the Plutarch figure that could be moved from text to text,
these borders were not limited to the text with which they first appeared, since the
message they conveyed-the
stamp of classical approval-was universal.
For the Italians, a reconstruction of the past involved the study of Roman arches
and military triumphs. The architectural title border-the
gateway to the record of
the past-often displayed a combination of military trophies and books. The artist
of the small Vallo border (figure 27) has taken the decorative components without
the architectural structure by opposing the man of letters and the man of action in
the two figures of Cicero and Catiline as side pieces attached to two frieze panels,
one with medal profiles representing the same qualities, and the other the
commemorative battle scene. Behind this border are two fundamental concerns of
the humanists-the
model of Ciceronian eloquence and the confrontation of the
life of thought with the life of action. On pedestals, the two figures might be said
to rise out of the action below them. They are life-like statues leaning towards one
another across the text of the title page. The medallions above their heads are
formal abstractions. Cicero and Catiline stand between idea and action in one way,
represent idea and action in another. The reader of this book might only glance at
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its "decorated" title page before turning to the text but the printer had chosen the
specific conflict between Cicero and Catiline as instructive and applicable to more
than one text. The border repays a reading from this point of view.
The other border used in I 529 is clearly architectural but breaks the side columns
falsely into niches to admit as many author figures as possible, classical authors on
the left and modern authors on the right (figure 28). The central figure above the
title is Apollo, and the frieze below contains the Muses in concert on either side of
a space set with the tleur-de-lis device, printed in red, of the publisher, Luc'
Antonio Giunta. The side strips of authors are not attached to the upper and lower
pieces. The modern authors are out of scale and present a stolid row of profiles in
contrast to the varied poses of the classical authors. They are, in fact, an after-

da Bo~Rofranco, for Luc' Antonio
Giunta, 1529, Title page, By permission of the Houghton Library.
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Figure 29. Livy. Deche. f'. Venice,
Giovanni Rosso, for Luc' Antonio
Giunta, February11, 1493. Leaf a1'.
By permissionefthe HoughtonLibrary.

thought, since the original border was designed with two strips of classical authors.
By adapting the border to a modern text, with Dante appropriately facing Virgil
across the page, Jacopo da Borgofranco, printing for Giunta, acknowledged the
new market value of the set of modern portraits. Where the opposition of the Vallo
title was that of thought with action, this is thought with thought, ancient with
modern in equal setting.
The woodcut borders in this period of printing are transitional. They are based
on borders in illuminated manuscripts, but the finest of the manuscript borders
contained coats of arms and symbolic elements peculiar to the person for whom the
manuscript was made. The printer had to generalize his ornamentation, since his
book was destined for more than one owner. French printers used the French royal
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Figure30. Livy. T. Liuius patauinus
historicus duobus libris auctus. J".
Venice,l\lfelchiorre
Sessa and Pietrode'
Ravani, 1520. Titlepage. By permission
of the Houghton Library.

arms. Italian printers often supplied blank shields to be filled in by the purchaser.
For some books the decoration was related to the text, but most borders were
intended for use beyond the book in which they were introduced. The Dante
border could be used on works of any one of the authors pictured while placing
that author in the general literary context. The Giunta device appears where one
would expect to find the arms of the owner if this were a manuscript, placing the
publisher in the position of patron of the arts. In the course of the sixteenth century there was a return in one sense to the illumination of texts for their owners in
the engraved title page when arms and devices of authors were worked into the
design of a copperplate made for a single text.
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Figure31. Homer. lAw.<;.4''. Venice,
NiccoloZoppino.for Stefano da Sabbio
and Damiano Santa Maria, 1526. Leaf
a8'. By permission ef the Houghton
Library.

A fifteenth-century text border as printed in a 1493 Venice edition of Livy,
Decades, can demonstrate the tradition to which the two 1529 title borders belong
(figure 29). The medallion heads are present as in the Vallo;the construction of the
upper and lower pieces could have been influential in the formation of the Dante
border. There is a figure of Livy in the pediment, taking a space filled by God the
Father in the border block in its original appearance in the 1490 Bible translated by
Niccolo Malermi.
The search for authentic texts for classical authors led to a desire for authentic
portraits and to the cutting of such a portrait as the Livy of 1520 on an edition
printed at Venice by Melchiorre Sessa and Pietro de' Ravani (figure 30). The block
is signed ".Z.a." on the book that Livy holds. It is considered one of the finest of
the so-called Zoan Andrea woodcuts, although documentation on the career of the
artist (or artists) called Zoan Andrea remains incomplete. The source for the woodcut is a memorial tablet at Padua once believed to be a true portrait of Livy. The
portrait is advertised on the block as a true portrait, and the block is given pride of
place on the title page. The woodcuts in the text are signed by the same artist, but
they lack the quality of the portrait block.
Although this Livy originates in and is intended as tomb sculpture, the effigy is
quite lifelike in contrast to the uninspired ornamentation and cutting of the niche.
Similarly, the figures of the classical authors in the Dante border stand out from
their niches. These authors are not dead but merely poised at some moment of
thought or speech, revitalized in a new medium. Here the block cutter is following
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Figure 32. Aelius Donatus. Grammatices rudimenta. 4'. Venice, Giovanni and Gregorio de' Gregori, 1500.
Leaf 1°. Biblioteka Uniwersytecka,
Wroclaw.

a trend in monumental sculpture that led Renaissance sculptors to depict their
subjects as seated alive in their tombs instead oflying quiescent.
In I 526, Niccolo Zoppino printed for Stefano da Sabbio and Damiano Santa
Maria a modern Greek version of the fliad. The book was lavishly illustrated. One
of the woodcuts is a full-page portrait of the blind Homer standing in an archway
with a view of mountains beyond (figure 3 r). The artist has also visualized the oral
tradition that distinguishes his subject as Homer, the poet as singer of tales for other
men to record. Homer plays a viol. Two men in modern dress are seated at desks
at either side, busy with their pens.
Numerous manuscripts of the Ars minorRudimentagrammaticesof Donatus began
with an initial letter containing the figure of Donatus as master instructing a pupil.
For the early printed texts, woodcut initials were cut to the same purpose, and the
custom was continued into the sixteenth century with initials such as the one used
by Giovanni and Gregorio de' Gregori in a Venice edition of 1500 (figure 32). The
Gregori P for "Poeta" is clearly designed to approximate a manuscript page with
the limb of the letter extended out of the text area and along the margin as a border
strip. The extension above proves it to have been cut for this page, where the text
begins halfway down. The master figures in initials such as this are supposedly
Donatus, but they have that element of ambiguity that allows them to be seen also
as the modern teacher using Donatus as a textbook. The master and pupil woodcut
is a special category of author portrait, to be considered in more detail.
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Figure 33. Joannes Policarpus
Severi/anus. In Aelius Donatus, De
octo orationis partibus libri octo. 4 '.
Perugia,CosimoBianchino,1517. Title
page. By permissionef the Houghton
Library.
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The emphasis certainly was shifting from the author of the original text to his
sixteenth-century editor, translator, or commentator. In a 1517 Donatus printed at
Perugia, the commentator, Joannes Policarpus Severitanus, takes the place of
Donatus in a woodcut designed for the title page (figure 33). (The same block was
moved from the Donatus to a different Severitanus text in the following year.) The
initials ".M.I.P." on the desk stand for Magister Ioannes Policarpus. His robe is
black to indicate that he was a Dominican. The features of Severitanus are distinct.
By contrast, the student is a somewhat pale and neutral profile, seated with eyes on
his books and labeled a disdpulus.The identifying initials, the expressive face of
Severitanus, and the lively touches of the not quite appropriate laurel wreath and
the grinning death's head on the lectern-which
take this woodcut out of the class
of ordinary master and pupil scenes-are explained by the anvil device and signature of the artist, Eustachio Celebrino, on the bench on which Severitanus is sitting. This is an early work by a man who later became known as a block cutter for
writing books and as an author himself, of miscellaneous popular tracts.
By mid-century, with the original texts collated and virtually established, the
novelty lay in translation, and the classical author could be overshadowed by his
translator. Such a translator is Francesco Barozzi in Padua, in the portrait in his
translation of Proclus's commentaries on Euclid (figure 34). The Greek text of
Proclus was first printed in a Basel Euclid of 1533. In this edition, the reader sees
neither Proclus nor Euclid but Barozzi, in a full-page woodcut on the verso of the
title. There is a hint of classical authority in the cape knotted at one shoulder like
a Roman toga. The border is more impressive than the face and ends in the lower
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corner with the arms of Barozzi and the dedicatee, Daniello Barbaro, patriarch of
Aquileia. Barozzi was in his early twenties when this portrait was made in 1560. In
1587, he was condemned as a sorcerer by the Inquisition.
A

FORMAL

LIKENESS

A classicizing of modern authors took place concurrently with the modernizing of
classical authors. The fortunes of Boccaccio, for instance, were varied in the sixteenth century. A lively market for the Decameron,which had Gabriele Giolito de'
Ferrari printing seven editions in different formats during the years 1542-1552 in
Venice, was stopped abruptly in 15 57 when the book was placed on the Index
librorumprohibitorum. Giolito's xylographic title page for a newly illustrated quarto

Figure 34. Francesco Barozzi. In
Proclus Lycius, In prirnvrn Evclidis
Elernentorurn librurn cornrnentariorvm libri iiii. f". Padua, Gratioso
Perchacino,1560. Leaf *1'". By pennission of the Houghton Library.
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Figure 35. Giovanni Boccaccio. II
decamerone.
4''. Venice, Gabriele
Giolito de' Ferrari, 1542. Title page.
By permissionof the Houghton Library.
Figure 36. Giovanni Boccaccio. II
decamerone. 4'. Venice,GabrieleGiolito
de' Ferrari,1546. Leaf *f. By permission of the Houghton Library.
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Decameronin 1542 included a portrait of Boccaccio designed as an antique coin
(figure 35). The profile is dressed in laurel wreath and toga and the name is lettered
around the edge. One form of classical art that appealed particularly to the humanists as tangible evidence of a philosophical ideal was the medal, and medals were
struck in the fifteenth century with portraits of such men as Guarino and Alberti.
This was the double precedent-classical and humanist-for the coining of authors
in woodcuts. Further stimulation was provided by a series of medal books illustrating the collections of sixteenth-century antiquarians.
Andrea Fulvia's Illustrium imagines,printed in Rome in 1517, was based on
Jacopo Mazzocchi's collection of ancient coins and medals, and subsequent books
by Mazzocchi himself, by Jacobus de Strada, and by Enea Vico attest to continuing
interest in the subject. It is not surprising that the Lyons publisher Guillaume
Rouille, who prepared French and Italian text versions of his Latin Promptuarium
iconuminsignioruma seculohominum in 155 3, extended the series of coin portraits to
modem statesmen, to match the Roman emperors, and included classical and
modem authors. Giolito's 1542 Boccaccio medal turned Boccaccio completely into
a classical author. That this portrait was not entirely satisfactory to Giolito is evident
from the fact that he had another block cut in 1546, almost to the same size, in
which the same profile is reclothed in a monk's cowl more appropriate to a
medieval author (figure 36). The laurel wreath is fitted over the hood.
The small medallion portrait was a method of referring the author to his classical
heritage with a minimum of effort. Towards the end of the century, a woodcut
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portrait of Bernardino Percivallo in his Ferrara Rime et impreseof r 58 8 begins as an
antique medal portrait but takes on the fine line of the Elizabethan miniature or
keepsake portrait (figure 37).
If we trace the portraits of Lodovico Ariosto, a major Italian author of the sixteenth century, certain general patterns ofbook illustration become clear. We have
the copying, close or free, the transference of woodblocks from printer to printer,
the replacement of the woodcut with the engraving, the growth of academic commentary around the original text together with the complication of the illustration
with obscure allusions and elaborate borders.
Niccolo Zoppino, printer of an edition of the OrlandoFuriosoat Venice in r 530
(fourteen years after the first edition), offered his readers a small woodcut portrait
on the title page (figure 38). The profile is labeled with the author's initials. The
space on either side of the head is filled with branches that look like laurel. They
are emblematic rather than naturalistic. The same hand provided the Ariosto device of the serpent-twined mallet and axe in a border cut in pieces and extended
by the insertion of Ariosto's motto in type capitals. The Zoppino portrait was copied at another Venice press in r 53 r.
In 1532, a year before Ariosto's death, the Ferrara printer Francesco Rossi introduced a new woodcut portrait based on a Titian original (figure 39). Part of the
effect of the Titian portrait comes from stripping the model of the formal elements
laid on heavily by Zoppino's artist. In the absence of the hat, the fur-trimmed
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F(~ure37. BernardinoPercival/a.Rime
imprese. 8". Ferrara, Vittorio
Baldini, 1588. Leaf Al''. By permission
ofthe Ho11ghtonLibrary.
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Figure 38. Lodovico Ariosto. Orlando
Furioso. 4''. Venice, Niccolo Zoppino,
1530. Title page. By permission ofthe
Houghton Library.
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Figure39. LodovicoAriosto. Orlando
Fvrioso. 4'. Ferrara,FrancescoRossi,
1532. Leaf h7'. By permission of the
Houghton Library.
Figure40. LodovicoAriosto. Orlando
Fvrioso. 4". Venice, Gabriele Giolito
de' Ferrari, 1542. Leaf KK4'. By
permissionof the Houghton Library.
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cloak, the combed curls, the initials, and the branches, the viewer must look to the
face to establish its identity. The portrait and border here are separate blocks. The
portrait alone was immediately copied at Venice, by Zoppino among others. There
were at least five close copies, so that almost any printer who wished to print any
work of Ariosto's had the portrait at hand and used it. This portrait was still popular through the 1550s, but some printers had tired of it before then. Gabriele Giolito
had a different portrait cut for his Orlando of 1542, which used the Titian profile
but transformed it into a classical bust, with laurel wreath and toga (figure 40). This
is indicative of a new reverence for Ariosto, as he moved from the very live presence of the Ferrara portrait to become one of the classics of Italian literature.
Vincenzo V algrisi had the Giolito portrait copied at the top of a title border
which included Ariosto and Valgrisi devices (figure 41). The construction of
Valgrisi's border has none of the makeshift quality of the one Zoppino provided in
1530. Most of the border motifs common at this time are crowded onto the one
block. There are five laurel wreaths, two proffered to Ariosto in addition to the one
he wears, and extra ones held by the leaning figures. The pediment is filled with
military trophies. The portrait frame consists of grotesques; the lower one has in its
teeth the cloth that provides the space for setting the title. Below the title two
angels support a shield with Valgrisi's device, and the two devices of Ariosto are on
the bases of the caryatids at either side of the imprint cartouche.
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The Valgrisi portrait-border was the model for the engraved title page on a
Venice Ariosto of 1584 (figure 42). The readjustment of the portrait within its space
is characteristic of the artist Girolamo Porro's handling of the whole page, where
the ornamentation is still rich but less crowded. The caryatids have been replaced
in the composition by fluted columns and free-standing figures of Mars and Venus
with Cupid. Porro's full-page engravings for each canto were based on Valgrisi's
multiple-scene woodcuts, but Porro rearranged the compositions. Porro's engravings were copied at London for the 1591 first edition of John Harington's English
translation. Thomas Cookson signed the English engraved title page, and he substitutes a portrait of Harington in the space occupied by the printer Francesco de'
Franceschi's Peace device in the Porro original (figure 43). The Ariosto portrait
above the English title suffers from copying and from remote classical dress, and the
focus shifts to the larger medallion of Harington, in Elizabethan ruff and slashed
doublet, with a compass open on the table before him and a chained dog gazing at
him from a comer of the border.
The proliferation of commentary around the OrlandoFuriosoand the printing of
editions with scholarly apparatus and full-page didactic illustrations affected in tum
the printing of classical texts. A Venice edition of Ovid's Metamorphoses,newly
translated into ottava rima by Giovanni Andrea dell' Anguillara, matches the 1584
Ariosto in presentation. On the engraved title page, the portrait head with laurel
wreath above the title is Anguillara, not Ovid (figure 44). The dependence on the
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Figure41. LodovicoAriosto. Orlando
Fvrioso. 4'. Venice, Vincenzo Valgrisi,
1556. Title page. By permissionof the
Houghton library.
Figure42. LodovicoAriosto. Orlando
Fvrioso. 4 '. Venice, Francescode'
Franceschi,1584. Titlepage. By permission of the Houghton library.
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Figure43. LodovicoAriosto. Orlando
Fvrioso in English heroical verse. f'.
London, Richard Field, 1591. Title
page. By permissionof the Houghton
Library.

Porro title may be found in the side figures. Where Minerva takes the stance of
Porro's Mars, it is left for Mercury to repeat the gesture ofVenus's left hand. This
title page is evidence of the speed of copying, since both the Ariosto and the Ovid
are dated I 584. The Ovid title page and engravings are by Giacomo Franco and
were also printed separately to be issued as a set of plates without text.
The first illustrated edition of Tasso, in 1590, followed the Ariosto pattern. The
title page, with Tasso's portrait, would seem ornate if seen in isolation, but as
against the Ariosto models, it has a classic simplicity and the portrait has less competition from the decoration (figure 45).
The transition in the course of the century from woodcut to engraving is to be
noted in comparing portraits, but the same kinds of portraits can occur in both
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Figure 44. Giovanni Andrea dell'
Anguillara.In Ovid, Le metamorfosi.
4''. Venice, Bernardo Giunta, 1584.
Title page. By permission of the
Houghton Library.
Figure45. Torquato Tasso. La Giervsalemme liberata. 4'. Genoa, Girolamo Bartoli, 1590. Title page. By
permissionefthe Houghton Library.
Figure46. GirolamoCardano.Practica
arithmetice, & mensurandi singularis. 8'. Milan, Giovanni Antonio
Castiglione,for Bernardino Calusco,
1539. Title page. By permissionof the
Houghton Library.
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Figure47. Antonio Campo. Cremona
fedelissima citta.J". Cremona,Ippolito
Tromba and ErcolianoBartoli,for the
author, 1585.Leaff4'. By permissionof
the Houghton Library.

media. The freedom of invention characteristic of the fully engraved title page,
developed to a fine art in the Italian book, was not strictly the province of the
engraver. The woodblock was more familiar and sometimes more utilitarian, but
subtlety of line was possible. There is a portrait of Girolamo Cardano that allows
us to follow the fortunes of a good woodcut portrait in the late 1530s and 1540s
(figure 46). This is a medallion labeled as Cardano beside the figure and lettered in
the frame, "Nemo propheta acceptus in patria." The head is turned slightly out of
profile so that the right eye is just visible. In somewhat the same spirit, the restriction of the enclosure of the woodblock is broken by the plant at the top that comes
out of the medallion frame into the space above. The block was used by Giovanni
Antonio Castiglione at Milan in 1539. A reverse copy was made at Nuremberg for
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Johann Petri, who had the motto cut in Greek instead of Latin. (A copy of the
Nuremberg version was in use in Strassburg in 1624.) A later portrait, dated 1553,
was designed for Sebastian Henricpetri at Basel and a 1559 Cardano volume printed by Henricpetri has a more elaborate portrait block. The quality of the original
Milan portrait may have influenced the printers of subsequent works. Cardano
himself published a bibliography of his own work, Liber de librispropriis,eorumque
ordine, et usu, ac de mirabilibusoperibusin arte medicaper ipsum Jactis (Lyons, for
Guillaume Rouille, 1557).
The medallion portrait of Antonio Campo is one of a set of engravings designed
by Campo himself for his history of Cremona, Cremonafedelissimacitta (figure 4 7).
The volume includes a series of portraits of men of Cremona and of dukes and
duchesses of Milan with the sources of the portraits identified. In 158 5 it was natural for Campo to begin his address to the reader with his own portrait engraved
in the same size as those in this text. The portraits were engraved by Agostino
Carracci. One of the portraits in the volume is that of another Cremona author,
Marco Girolamo Vida. The book is a handsome production. Some initial letters
contain scenes from the history of Cremona, possibly from Campo' s designs for
a proposed statue for the city described in a prefatory address "A gli signori
consiglieri."
Contemporary with Campo' s work is a Venice quarto of 1581, Il ballarinoby
Fabrizio Caroso. The illustration of this book consists of full-page engravings of
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F(~ure 48. Fabrizio Caroso. II
ballarino. 4''. Venice, FrancescoZiletti,
1581. Leaf B4''. By permission ef the
Houghton Library.
Figure49. Fabrizio Caroso.Nobilta di
dame. 4". Venice, ii Muschio, 1600.
Leaf fff4''. By permission of the
Hou51htonLibrary.
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Figure50. Paolo Giovio. Historiarvm
svi temporis. 8'. Venice, Comin da
Trino, 1553. Title page. By permission
efthe HoughtonLibrary.

dancers demonstrating the positions described by Caroso. The engraved author
portrait exhibits an emphasis on costume (figure 48). The head is confined between
the tall hat and the ruff, and the coat is pure pattern without indication of the fabric or the shoulders underneath it. The artist is Giacomo Franco, and he signed the
scrollwork border. That Caroso wished to be portrayed as a man of fashion is
proven by the reappearance of this copperplate in the second edition of 1600 with
the portrait reworked, changing the style of his hat and adding lines to his forehead
to bring him to the age now stated in the portrait border as seventy-four (figure 49)
The collection of portraits formed by the historian Paolo Giovio at Como is
proof of a serious desire to study the face of the present (figure 50). In Giovio's gallery, the portraits were accompanied by descriptive text on vellum labels, and these
texts were published by Giovio in l 546 as Elogia veris clarorumvirorumimaginibus
apposita.Giovio states in his Elogia dedication that the decision was made not to
reproduce the portraits because of the difficulties of accurate reproduction in
woodcuts. It may be this reluctance to copy a painting on a woodblock that left
sixteenth-century editions of n cortegiano
unillustrated although Raphael had painted Castiglione. The Italian editions of Giovio recorded the contents of his museum
by reproducing the texts only, and not until the Basel edition of 1575 was there an
attempt to provide portraits for the printed texts.
The most ambitious work of sixteenth-century Italian biography is Giorgio
Vasari's Le vite de' piu eccellentipittori, scultori,e architettori.Like Giovio's book,
Vasari's was first published without portrait illustration, in 1550, but eighteen years
later, in 1568, the text was reprinted with an almost complete sequence of portraits
designed by Vasari himself Vasari includes his own portrait as author at the beginning of the text and repeats it as artist portrait when he discusses his own work at
the end of the Terza parte (figure 51).
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A more casual collection of portraits was put together by Antonio Francesco
Doni in two books, I mondi and I marmi, printed at Venice by Francesco Marcolini
in 1552-1553. Doni was a printer in Florence before he came to Venice. Doni's
portrait block is from his own edition of the second book of his letters from his
press at Florence in 1547. He brought the block with him to Venice and used it in
1552 in both Imondi and I marmi (figure 52). In the middle of the text of Imondi
is printed a letter to Doni from an admirer, asking whether it is true that Doni
wrote his books at press, handing each page to the compositor before the ink was
dry. The letter is answered by Marcolini, to the effect that Doni did write in this
manner and was at that moment so composing the second part of Imondi. Doni's
books are constructed out of dialogue, philosophical discourse, anecdotes, multiple
dedications, and addresses to the reader. He worked his own and Marcolini's stock
of woodblocks into his texts, with the result that he offers a collection of woodcut
portraits of authors in the Marcolini-Doni circle. These are inserted at random and
left for the reader to identify. Instead of making an outline-scholar serve as a specific author, Doni reverses the procedure by taking a block intended as a true portrait and putting it to general use as Renaissance man.
Included in Doni's Imondi are two portraits of the printer Francesco Marcolini.
These were cut for two editions of Marcolini's own books, Le sorti or Giardino
di pensieri, a book for telling fortunes. The first portrait, in the 1540 edition, is
attributed to Titian and has much in common with the Titian portrait of Ariosto
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Figure51. GiorgioVasari.Le vite de'
piv eccellenti pittori, scvultori, e
architettori. 4'. Florence, Giunta,
1568. Volume 3, leaf DDDddd1'. By
permissionefthe HoughtonLibrary.
Figure52. Antonio FrancescoDoni. l
mondi. 4 '. Venice, FrancescoMarcolini, 1552-1553. Book 1, leaf EJ'. By
permissionof the Houghton Library.
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Figure53. Francesco1\1arcolini.
Le sorti
Giardino di pensieri. f".
Venice, FrancescoMarcolini, 1540. Leaf
Ai'. By permission of the Houghton
intitolate

Library.

(figure 53). For the second edition of Le sorti, ten years later, Marcolini had another
portrait done, showing him suitably aged after a decade of printing Dante, Petrarch,
and Aretino at Venice (figure 54). Marcolini's books are consistently interesting, the
work of a coterie of scholars and newly professional writers. The press occupied a
position in Venice of the r53os and r54os somewhat similar to that of the Aldine
press a half-century earlier. The differences in the attitude and production of the
two presses are due to changes in the intellectual currents of Venetian life.
Doni was the compiler of the first bibliography of Italian literature, La libraria,
first printed at Venice by Gabriele Giolito de' Ferrari in r 550. Marcolini printed the
second book of the Librariain r55r. The Librariawas not illustrated until 1557,
when Giolito combined the two books and introduced portraits of the major
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Figure 54. FrancescoMarcolini. Le
ingeniose sorti. J'. Venice, Francesco
Marcolini,1550. Leaf A1". By pennission of the Houghton Library.

figures, Dante, Petrarch, Boccaccio, and Ariosto, adding Pietro Bembo and
Lodovico Domenichi from his general stock. The Doni books were illustrated on
a principle of economy, the preservation of woodblocks designed for other texts,
and afford an unusual opportunity to examine a range of woodcut portraits of high
quality, variously executed.
One of Doni's blocks was the portrait of Francesco Alunno designed for
Marcolini's 1539 edition of Alunno's Le ossewationisopraii Petrarcha(figure 55). It
was used by other printers and on other Alunno books, as here on an Aldine edition of Alunno's concordance to Boccaccio, 1551. The woodcut title in the portrait cartouche was changed from book to book. The portrait was so identified with
Alunno's books that one edition of the Ossewationihas a note promising that a new
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Figure56. NiccoloMartelli. II primo
libro delle lettere. 4'. Florence,
[Antonio Francesco Doni] for the
author, 1546. Title page. By permission
of the Houghton Ubrary.

edition of the Ricchezze will have the portrait on the title page, as usual. Alunno
enters his own name under F in this concordance, although it is hardly a genuine
reference from Boccaccio. He calls himself "Scrittore unico, & Abachista rarissimo." By "scrittore" he means calligrapher. It has been suggested that Alunno's
calligraphic hand was the model for Marcolini's italic type.
Another Doni author was Niccolo Martelli (figure 56). The portrait of Martelli
on his first book of Lettere (1546) and his Breve orationenel cedereil consolatodella
AcademiaFiorentina(ca. 1547) is very similar to Doni's own portrait and is probably
by the same hand. The Lettere is one of the books printed by Doni at Florence.
Both Martelli books are examples of literary forms that were revived by the humanists. The perfection of an epistolary style after classical models began as a Latin
exercise, but gradually the Italian letter was considered worthy of publication. A
volume of letters enhanced an author's reputation by the proportion of illustrious
names among his correspondents. Imitation of the Latin oration was similarly expanded through the acceptance of Italian as coexistent with Latin as a medium of
expression (often dual language versions were published). This was printing for a
more diffuse audience of texts directed at a limited one--the original recipient of
the letter, or the particular gathering at the state funeral or academy lecture. The
projection of a personal style in the letter and the oration naturally fostered portraiture. Lectures by members of the Accademia Fiorentina such as Giovanni Battista
Gelli and Pier Francesco Giambullari were frequently printed in pamphlet form
with woodcut portraits of the lecturers.
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Figure57. LodovicoDolce. L'Achille
et l'Enea. 4'. Venice,GabrieleGiolito
de' Ferrari,1572. Leaf a6'. By permission efthe Houghton Library.
Figure 58. Girolamo Ruscelli. Le
imprese illvstri. 4'. Venice,Comin da
Trino, 1572. Leeff4". By permissionof
the HoughtonLibraryj51
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Bringing two portraits from two different books face to face will emphasize a
rivalry that actually existed between the two men. One is Lodovico Dolce, the
other Girolamo Ruscelli. The Dolce portrait is a woodcut, the Ruscelli an
engraving (figures 57-58). Dolce was corrector at the Venice press of Gabriele
Giolito de' Ferrari, Ruscelli at the press of Vincenzo Valgrisi. They were responsible for rival editions of the same texts, and Ruscelli published essays attacking
Dolce's Boccaccio and Ovid. They both had a range of interests. While Ruscelli
was writing on the arts of war, Dolce was writing plays. They both wrote on
imprese,and they came into competition again with anthologies of Italian verse.
Like Dani, they were facile literary personalities, intensely occupied with the mechanics of printing and publishing. The Ruscelli portrait was engraved for the
second edition of Le imprese illustri, printed in 1572. Ruscelli died during the
printing of the first edition in 1566. The Dolce woodcut is dated 1561 but by coincidence is also used as the portrait for works printed posthumously in the 1570s. Even
these portraits are competitive, with borders crowded with the allegorical figures
and emblematic allusions that were Dolce's and Ruscelli's stock in trade.
The artist could animate his subject by employing the portrait border to further
characterize the author and his work. In 1596, Fabio Glissenti appears within a border with specific reference to his Discorsimoralicontraildispiacerdel morire(figure 59).
The reclining figures of Fame already familiar from such portraits as those of
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Figure 59. Fabio Glissenti. Discorsi
morali contra ii dispiacer de!
morire. 4''. Venice, Domenico Farri,
1596. Leaf a1'. By pem1ission of the
Houghton Library.

Ariosto and Dolce are transformed ironically into indolent skeletons. The coat of
arms is a death's head. The device is a second death's head with worms crawling
from the eye sockets through the scrollwork towards Glissenti's sleeve. Part of the
illustration for Glissenti's text consists of blocks cut fifty-one years earlier for a
Venetian edition of Hans Holbein's Dance of Death. Other blocks newly designed
take Holbein's conception into the midst of contemporary Venetian life, showing
Death in the Piazzetta San Marco, at the Rialto bridge, or on the canals as gondolier. The direct gaze of Glissenti in the portrait is peculiarly suited to the message
of the text and illustration to follow.
The extension of the portrait by means of its setting is the idea behind the placing of the bust of Giacomo Barozzio, Vignola, in the center of the engraved title
page for his Le due regoledellaprospettivapratica, I 583 (figure 60). In an earlier titlepage portrait for his book on the five orders of architecture, Vignola dominated the
composition, leaning on the sill of his architectural border and holding a pair of
compasses ready for demonstration. The portrait for the Due regoleis a memorial
portrait in which Vignola is still central but seen in distance as a bust on a pedestal
in a colonnade. The head is set against the open sky of the view beyond the colonnade. The copperplate is signed by Cherubino Alberti. Here the architectural
title page is constructed with respect for the author's theories of architecture. The
classical reference in the portrait bust is not only to the memorial portrait but to
Vignola's particular attention to ancient authority.
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Figure 60. Giacomo Barozzio, called
Vignola. Le dve regale della prospettiva pratica. f 0 • Rome, Francesco
Zanetti, 1583. Title page. By permission of the Houghton Library.
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Figure 61. Aesop. Fabulae. 4''. Venice,
Manfredus de Bonellis, January 31,
1491. Leaf a1'. By pennission of the
Houghton Library.

MASTER

AND PUPILS

The studio formal portrait, when examined in quantity as in the preceding chapter, betrays its limitations. Unless the face is arresting, as Titian made Ariosto's, the
modem eye strays to the details of dress or outward into the border. The vogue for
the studio portrait proves that the author was arriving at a sense of extraordinary
self-sufficiency. He is recognizable to the reader and guarantees his book. The more
sophisticated reader could even identify with such an author or hope to engage in
an equal dialogue with him, face to face. Another sequence of author portraits
might be said to have brought the reader to this point.
The Severitanus portrait reproduced to show the displacement of the classical
author by the sixteenth-century commentator (figure 33, page 34) is part of a
category of portraits in which the instructive function of the text is the central idea.
The author is taken out of his solitary study and lectures to a visible audience,
which the reader is encouraged to join. The single pupil of Donatus, the docile
Discipulus of Severitanus are joined by others of varying age and demeanor. One
model for many sixteenth-century representations is the figure of Aesop designed for
the Venice edition printed by Manfredus de Bonellis,January 31, 1491 (figure 61).
The symmetrical arrangement of figures and books was followed regularly, while
each artist indulged any need for originality by redecorating the imposing chair.
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Figure 62. Terence. Terentius cum
quinq[ue] co[m]mentis. f'. Venice,
for lAzzaro de' Soardi,1515. Leef A1".
By permissionefthe HoughtonLibrary.

A related scene is that of the author with his commentators. In a full-page Terence
introduced in 1497 and repeated in sixteenth-century editions, the author and his
commentators are symbolically drawn together in one scene, just as the text page
brings together the various commentaries around the original text (figure 62). The
figures are individualized slightly by features but more by attitude, and the names are
not cut on the block but are set in type inserted in the block. The block has the structure of the master and pupils scene until the figures are identified as commentators,
and indeed the commentators are acting as intermediaries in these books, learning
from the author what they teach to the reader. Many Italian editions of classical texts
in the first quarter of the century have commentator blocks on the title page to indicate the presence of multiple commentators. Most of the commentator blocks are less
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Figure63. PietroAaron. Toscanello in
musica. f'. Venice, Bernardino and
Matteo de' Vitali, 1529. Leaf IJ4'. By
permissionof the Houghton Library.

elaborate than the Terence, and some were in sections so that the number of figures
could be varied according to the number of commentaries printed.
A master block was always appropriate to the instructive purpose of any book,
and such a scene could be adapted to the personality of a modern author. In the
1520s, Pietro Aaron began to appear in his books in a pensive mood (figure 63).
Placed beside the Aesop block, the Aaron woodcut proves to be a descendant of it,
in the "Aron" label, the books displayed on either side, the attendant students
flanking the professor's chair. Replacing the figure in the foreground are the tools
of Aaron's particular trade-musical instruments--spread on the table. The woodblock was cut for a I 523 Venice edition of the Toscanelloin musica.Aaron founded
a school of music in Rome. He writes in the Toscanellothat he became an author
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Figure 64. Franchino G'!f!urio. De
harmonia musicorum instrumentorum opus. f'. Milan, Gottardo da
Ponte, 1518. Title page. By permission
efthe Houghton Library.

because he could not let his life pass in silence. In the illustration, his attitude is one
of meditation but his audience waits for this silence to be broken. The woodcut is
signed with the monogram of the artist Luc' Antonio degli Uberti. Uberti followed
the rules of perspective in the tiles of the floor, but then enlarged his author figure
out of proportion to his audience.
Another of the Italian writers on music theory, Franchino Gaffurio, had an unusual interest in portraiture. There are at least four portraits in Gaffurio's books
from 1480 to 1512. The best of these is a master and pupils block of 1508 that has
the frame lettered with a reference to his three books on music (figure 64). The
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FiJiure 65. Franchino Gajfurio. De

...
master and pupil relationship is more active than Aaron's. The pupils fill the foreground and Gaffurio is speaking to them, his words on a banderole curving towards
the top of the block. His subject is further defined by the organ pipes and the intervals measured by compasses on either side. The 1 508 block enables us to judge the
extent to which Gaffurio's organ portrait of 1480 (one of the most elaborately
conceived author portraits of the fifteenth century) is a true portrait rather than an
outline of a musician-author seated at an organ (figure 65).
A book distinguished by two master and pupil representations is a Fabrican:,giminis sanitatisprinted at Pavia in 1522. In the title cut, the author, Leonardus Legius,

harn1onia musicorum instrumentorum opus. J". Milan, Gottardo da
Ponte, 1518. Leaf N6''. By permission

qf the Houghton Library.
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Figure 66. Leonardus Legius. Fabrica
regimi(ni]s sanitatis. 4''. Pavia,
Bernardino Gara/di, 1522. Title page.
By permissionof the Houghton Library.

Figure 67. Leonardus Legius. Fabrica
regimi(ni]s sanitatis. 4". Pavia,
Bernardino Gara/di, 1522. Leaves
1r1'-1r2'.
By permissionof the Houghton
Library.
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lectures to a group of students (figure 66). The curve of his chair provides a portrait
frame and sets off the single figure against the four students crowded into the space
opposite. The view from the window and the "Lex" shield on the desk are also
features of the other illustration, purportedly the building and grounds of the
gymnasium at Pavia (figure 67). The lecturer underneath the trees on the grounds
of the "Domus Sanitatus" is sufficiently similar to the title-page figure to be seen
again as Legius.
There are two special variations on the master and pupils scene dictated by the
subject matter of the book. The first, the preacher and his congregation, can best
be illustrated by widely contrasting figures. The engraving of Diego Valades is separated from the woodcut of Girolamo Savonarola by more than the forty years
between the Prediche. . . per tutto l 'anno of 1539 and the Rhetoricachristianaof 1579
(figures 68-69). Savonarola's usual woodcut audience was sparse compared to the
crowd listening to V alades in the engraving. The Savonarola printers, from the
1490s well into the sixteenth century, had two representations, Savonarola in the
pulpit and Savonarola solitary in his study, which conveyed the nature of the text
at a glance. The sophistication of Valades's text on the nature of religious instruction and conversion is matched by its engravings. There is a text key to the illustration explaining the letters on the copperplate. Here Valades is teaching by means
of pictures. His book contains several mnemonic alphabets.
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FiJ;ure 68. Girolamo Savonarola.
Prediche ...
per tutto l'anno. 8".
Venice, Brandino and Ottaviano Seoto,
1539. Title page. Wellesley College
Library, Special Collections, Plimpton
Collection,P794.
Figure 69. Diego Valades. Rhetorica
christiana. 4". Perugia, Pietro Giacomo
Petrucci,1579. Leaf DD4'. By permission of the HouJ;htonLibrary.
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Figure70. JohannesKetham. Fasiculo
de meclicina in volgare. f". Venice,
Giovanni and Gregoriode' Gregori,
February 5, 1493. Leaf f2'. Yale
University,Harvey Cushing/john Hay
WhitneyMedicalLibrary.

The other master and pupils variation is the dissection scene. The illustration of
an Italian translation of Johannes Ketham's Fasciculusmedicinaein 1493 included a
scene of Mondino lecturing to a group of students at an anatomy lesson (figure 70).
The artist of the Ketham block borrowed Aesop's gestures, turned the book niches
into windows, and betrayed his source in the use of dolphins to decorate the chair.
Even though the artist inverted them, the reference is there. The man taking notes
at the table has been replaced by the man performing the dissection while the
lecturer reads from his text. The combination of text and demonstration, of
authority and verification, is here pictured as the ideal scientific method. The
dissection scene became the device of the medical book, representing as it did the
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Fi,~ure71 . Jacopo Berengario.Isagogae
breves. 4". Bologna,Benedettodi Ettore,
1523. Title page. Yale University,
Harvey Cushing/john Hay Whitney
Medical Library.

means for probing beyond the classical limits set by Galen. A border was designed
for Jacopo Berengario's Isagogaebreves,in which the scene became the central panel
in the lower part of an architectural border (figure 71). In the Berengario border,
the author lectures on anatomy surrounded by the miscellaneous design elements
of previous borders having little reference to his subject, except perhaps the need
for ecclesiastical and civil approval implied by the coats of arms.
The dissection scene on Realdo Colombo's De re anatomicaof 1559 took over
the title page and departed from the Ketham and Berengario lecture scenes by
showing Colombo handling the knife himself (figure 72). The Colombo portrait is
part of a controversy between Colombo and Vesalius. A title block of Vesalius
conducting an anatomy lesson was designed (at Venice) for the first edition of the
De humani corporis
fabricaprinted at Basel in 1543. Colombo had been in competition with Vesalius for a lecture post, and the rivalry intensified his desire to prove
Vesalius in error. There is a question whether this disagreement with Vesalius extended to disputing the usefulness of anatomical illustration. In contrast to the
Fabrica,Colombo's book is not illustrated beyond the echo of the Vesalian title
page. The title scene does reserve a place for the artist as a student of anatomy. One
elderly man is consulting a book with an anatomical figure. The young man in the
foreground has his pen poised as though to prepare a drawing, not to take notes.
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Figure 72. Rea/do Colombo. De re
anatomica libri xv.J'. Venice,[Vincenzo
Valgrisi}for Niccolo Bevilacqua, 1559.
Titlepage. By permissionefthe Houghton
Library.
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PRESENTATION

AND INSPIRATION

The master and pupils illustrations are one aspect of the transmission of texts. Another, literal transmission is the presentation scene, in which the author offers the
book to his patron in return for his support, either financial or political, either past
or future. The donor portrait of Italian painting occurs occasionally in the Italian
book. Kristof and Apollonia Frangepin are witnesses to the Coronation of the
Virgin in a woodcut as they would be in an altarpiece. The woodcut, in a I 518
Venetian Breviary in German translation, serves as author portrait for Kristof, who
arranged for publication of the text and was probably the translator (figure 73). The
block is signed by Zoan Andrea, artist of the Varthema a year earlier and the "vera
effigies" of Livy two years later. The book itself is not in evidence, so that Kristof s
attitude is wholly within a convention of painting.
Donor portraits were usually scenes such as Giovanni Maria Velmazio's 1538
presentation of his book to Cardinal Giovanni Domenico Cuppi (figure 74). The
cardinal is accompanied by four bishops. The artist of this woodblock used a plain
backdrop and concentrated his skill with the knife on beards and on folds of ecclesiastical costume. Velmazio's small laurel wreath is slightly incongruous for a book
with the title Veteris & novi testamenti opus singulare, and the text illustration also
introduces a woodcut with figures of Ovid, Virgil, and Dido into a group of
biblical cuts.

Figure 73. Kristof Frangepan. In Das
dcutsch romisch Breuier. 4''. Venice,
Gregorio de' Gregori, for Kristof Frangepan, 1518. Leaf B8v. By permission
of the Houghton Library.

Figure 74. Giovanni Man·a Velmazio.
Ueteris & noui testame[n]ti opus
singulare. 4'. Venice, 1538. Leaf a8'.
By permission of the Houghton Library.
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Figure 75. Principio Fabricii. Delle
allvsioni, imprese, et emblemi sopra
la vita, opere, et attioni di Gregorio
XIII. pontefice massimo libri vi. 4''.
Rome, BartolomeoGrassiand Giacomo
Ruffinelli, 1588. Leaf A2' (missigned
A3). By permission of the Houghton
Library.
Figure 76. Pius V. Bvlla s.d.n.d. Pii
divina provid. papac Qvinti. Extensionis omnivm privilegiorvm ordinibvs mendicantivm. 4". Rome, heirs
of Antonio Blado, 1568. Leaf A1''. By
permissionof the Houghton Library.
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Principia Fabricii expected material reward from his glorification of Pope Gregory XIII in Delle allusioni,imprese,et emblemisoprala vita, opere,et attioni di Gregorio
XIII pontef,.cemassimolibrivi printed at Rome in I 588. Engraved by Natal Bonifacio
for the book are two hundred thirty-one emblems with the dragon from the pope's
coat of arms in every conceivable situation drawn from the Bible, classical mythology, other emblem collections, and events of the pope's reign. In the full-page
dedication portrait, Fabricii kneels before Gregory and holds out his book (figure
75). There is a 1582 manuscript of this work, bound for Gregory XIII, with a dedication portrait. Privilege to print was granted by Gregory's successor Sixtus V in
1585, but the book was delayed by the engravers and did not appear until 1588,
with a dedication to Giacomo Buoncompagni, natural son of Gregory XIII. The
book is the center of this engraving, light falling on its upper cover and the author's
face while the pope is further in shadow.
The procedure of offering up texts to the Church was reversed in an engraving
of I 568 in which Pius V hands down to two Olivetan monks a papal bull on the
extension of privileges of the mendicant orders (figure 76). Below the scene are
coats of arms of the Olivetans, the pope, and Cardinal Giovanni Battista Cicada,
protector of the Order. The Virgin and Child and St. Benedict watch from the
upper comer of the copperplate. The bull is being presented in manuscript, a single leaf of vellum with the papal seal hanging from one comer. Some copies of the
printed text are bound in official bindings with papal arms. The pope was subject
to all the vanities of authorship and such a portrait in the printed text was a reminder to the Order of homage due for benefits received.
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Fixure 77. Petrus Marsus. In Cicero,
Illustria monimenta.
De diuina
natura: & diuinatione. f". Venice,for

Lazzaro de' Soardi, 1507 [1508}. Leaf
Ii'. By pennission of the Houghton
Library.

Patronage was as readily sought from royalty and nobility as from the Church.
A 1508 Venice printing of Cicero's De divina natura and De divinationewith commentary by Petrus Marsus contains a woodcut of Marsus presenting the De divinatione to Queen Anne de Bretagne (figure 77). A woodcut of Solomon in audience,
borrowed from a fifteenth-century Bible, served as Louis XII of France, dedicatee
of the De divina natura, but the printer's stock evidently yielded nothing appropriate to Anne and a formal presentation scene was cut to fit within the fifteenthcentury border block repeated from the title page. The individuality is still more in
the action than in the features of the principal figures. The queen sits stiffly, and the
artist has not been able to make her look at Marsus. She is clearly the central figure
and only by following the direction of her hand do we find Marsus.
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Figure 78. Girolamo Cartolari. In
Quartum volumen statutorum magnifice & auguste ciuitatis Perusie. f'.
Perugia, Girolamo FrancescoCartolari,
1528. Lea(ffiffiffiffi 4'. By permissionof
the Houghton Library.

The features are stronger in a scene of the printer Girolamo Cartolari presenting
a copy of the Statuta of the city of Perugia to his patron Malatesta Baglioni (figure
78). Baglioni is labeled "Malatesta" on the block. The other figure is certainly
Cartolari, since the woodcut is placed at the head of Cartolari's dedication. The pose
is one of arrested movement, unusual because Cartolari is not kneeling but stands
almost equal with his patron. Because the statutes cannot be said to have an author,
Cartolari is responsible for the book as printed. His role is less suppliant than
messenger. Malatesta is the man of action. His companions wait while he turns from
them to receive the book. Four volumes of the Statuta were printed by Cartolari,
dated in the years 1523 to 1528. The presentation scene is in the fourth volume.
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Both figures are labeled in the title woodcut of Francesco de' Lodovici's epic
poem on Charlemagne, Triomphi di Carlo, 1535 (figure 79). Lodovici is approaching Andrea Gritti, doge of Venice, with his book. There is a third label, and a
portrait quality, to the sun approving the presentation. The sun has a model's features and a full head of hair. One ray of light, looking more like a lock of hair, is
extended until it almost touches the author. The implication is that Lodovici's
book is worthy of patronage because he is enlightened by a force outside himself
Lodovici has a double source of inspiration, the necessary patronage balanced by
the necessary creative impulse.
The artists of mid- or late-sixteenth-century presentation portraits were responsible for fidelity to at least two figures, and sometimes the attendant figures come
into focus as well. This happens in the case of the man behind Giovanni Filippo
Ingrassia as Ingrassia presents his book to Philip II (figure 80). This book, which
Ingrassia holds open, is an account of treatment of plague victims, Informationedel
pestifero,et contagiosomorbo,printed at Palermo in 1576. The other figures must have
been recognizable at the time. One of them could be the Duke ofBibona, whose
gardens were adapted for the drying of linen from the hospital. The portrait of
Philip II is quite accurate, and Ingrassia would benefit from that same skill in delineation. The artist himself, however, was clearly fascinated by the beak-like
profile of the first of his two onlookers.

Figure 79. Francesco de' Lodovici.
Triomphi di Carlo. 4'. Venice,
Maffeo Pasini and FrancescoBindoni,
1535. Title page. By permissionof the
Houghton Library.
Figure80. Giovanni Filippo Ingrassia.
Informatione de! pestifero, et contagioso morbo. 4 '. Palermo, Giovanni
Matteo Maida, 1576. Leaf f4''. By
permissionof the Houghton Library.
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Figure81. Carlo Fagnani. Decretum
super flumine Abduae. 4'. [Milan,
Agostinoda Vimercate?,ca. 1520.J Title
page. By permissionof the Houghton
Library.

This series of presentation portraits places the author in contact with his patron at
a moment that is probably only symbolic, though certainly possible. If Ingrassia had
access to Philip II, the scene might project an actual meeting. The symbolic nature
of the act opened up the field for such scenes as the engineers of the Adda River
project kneeling within sight of the river before the French king Franc;:oisI and St.
Ambrose (figure 8 I). The presentation is not of the book but of the idea, and the
woodcut was designed for the official report of the project by Carlo Pagnani,
Decretumsuperflumine Abduae, Milan, ca. I 520. One of the four kneeling figures
should be Pagnani. The figure of St. Ambrose is the only one labeled; this may be
to insure against a misreading of the bishop as contemporary because he stands level
with the group. The contract is understood to be carried out with his sanction.
Purely symbolic presentation is seen in two similar woodcuts. In I 524, Petrus
Delphinus kneels before St. Romuald, founder of the order of Camaldolese, on the
title page of a volume of Delphinus's letters (figure 82). The saint holds a book in
one hand and in the other a model of the house of the Camaldolese, complete with
miniature cypress trees. The bishop's miter is on the ground between the two
figures. The Camaldolese coat of arms fills the space above Delphinus's head. The
house and the rule of the Order thus are entrusted to Delphinus and his book of
letters comes out of service to the Order. On another title page of 1539, there is
a double author portrait in the figures of St. Benedict and Rogiero di Barletta
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Figure 82. Petrus Delphinus. Epistolarum volumen. f". Venice, Bernardino Benalio, 1524. Title page. By
permissionof the Houghton Library.
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Figure 83. Rogiero di Barletta. In St.
Benedictus Cassinensis, II padre san
Benedetto con I'espositione d'il r.
padre frate Rogiero di Barletta. 4 °.
Bologna, Vincenzo Bonardoand Marc'
Antonio Grossi, 1539. Title page. By
permissionof the Houghton Library.
Figure 84. Ptolemy. In Johann
Lichtenberger, Pronosticatione
in
vulgare. 4''.Milan, Giovanni Antonio
di Farre, July 18, 1500. Leaf a]'.
Universitatsbibliothek,
Basel.
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(figure 83). The book that passes between them is the text of St. Benedict around
which Barletta has written his commentary for this edition. The block is particularly effective on two technical points: the use of solid black areas with white details for the black Benedictine robes, and the use of line borders only at the sides so
that the type of the title moves into the illustration. Both of these woodcuts turn
the presentation scenes around; that is, the inspiration for the text is handed down
to the sixteenth-century author. This personification of sources is a strong link
between the conventional presentation scene representing dependence of the
author on outside stimulus and the projection of the author actively into his text.
A woodcut from the year 1500, in Johann Lichtenberger's Pronosticatione
printed
in Milan, is a simplification of a major problem for the Renaissance, the question
of the source of knowledge of the universe (figure 84). This is an Italian copy of a
German woodcut that appeared originally in 1488. The recipients of divine wisdom are carefully labeled, and each one stands in special prophetic relation to the
author looking for guidance at the turn of the century. From the standpoint of the
illustrated book, the figure of Ptolemy, not Aristotle, is the most significant.
Ptolemy participates in an unusual number of Italian fifteenth- and early-sixteenthcentury woodcuts, instructing more modern figures of Sacro Bosco or Regiomontanus. While editions of Aristotle generally were unillustrated and unlikely to
be illustrated, Ptolemy and works based on Ptolemy required illustration. It was a
logical step from the preparation of diagrams and maps to an author portrait. The
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incentive to so picture Ptolemy is the same as the one behind this inspirational
woodcut-the
desire to see the source of an idea in human form, thought
embodied, or crystallized.
The sun is such an obvious symbol for inspiration that its use tends to brand the
artist as unimaginative. But this is the century in which Francesco Patrizi developed
his theory of light, and Patrizi's sources were part of the mainstream of philosophical speculation. The position of the author in relation to his text, to what he
communicates, is a reduction of the place of man in the universe. The anonymous
author of a bestiary, the Libellus de natura animalium, printed at Mondovi in 1508,
is pictured holding a copy of his book open to show illustrations in the text (figure
8 5). The double sun in the corners of the block is not pure decoration but suggestive of a cosmic process informing the author figure. There are closed books in fine
bindings at his feet, more tangible sources for his text. In fact, the author was
confused with one of his sources, and the book is sometimes wrongly attributed to
Albertus Magnus.
In a portrait initial designed for the Como Vitruvius of 1521, the human face is
given to the sun watching the hand of the author move across the page (figure 86).
The figure writing in this initial Q is probably not Vitruvius but Cesare Cesariano,
a temperamental commentator who superimposed his own personality on that of
his author when he produced the first version ofVitruvius to be printed in Italian.
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Figure85. Anonymous author.Libellus
de natura animalium. 4". Mondovi,
VincenzoBerruerio,1508. Leef
aj'. By
permissionof the Houghton Library.
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F(r:ure 86. Cesare Cesariano. In
Vitruvius Pollio, De architectura libri
dece. J". Como, Gottardo da Ponte,
1521. Leaf A1'.
By permission of the
Houghton Library.

His approach to the text and illustration ofVitruvius was highly original and anachronistic. He extended his commentary to allow for plans and elevations of Milan
cathedral and for a long autobiographical interpolation with an allegorical woodcut. The incompleteness of the initial portrait is somehow typical of a capricious
young editor, who finally left the book to be finished by other press correctors and
then sued for his share of copies.
If Francesco de' Lodovici had two sources for his book on Charlemagne, Antonio Francesco Oliviero has marshalled all possible forces for the writing of an epic
poem on the Schmalkaldic War, his La alamanna, printed at Venice in 1567. There
is a formal portrait of Oliviero in the volume against which the Poeta figure for
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book one can be checked (figure 87). As Poeta, he looks to Homer and Virgil for
both Greek and Latin antecedents, to all nine Muses on the first cloud level with
the sun, stars, and moon, to his ultimate allegiance, not antiquity or mythology but
religion, in the form of two cloud-encircled visions of God receiving messengers.
Taken singly, the images are obvious. In combination, the prospect before the poet
represents his state of mind on beginning to write. The program for illustrating this
poem as a whole was overly ambitious, and the printer Vincenzo V algrisi divided
the text into two parts and prefaced the second with a note explaining that the elaborate illustration could not be continued to the end of the text.
Another battle poem is Cataldo Antonio Mannarino's Glorie di guerrieri e
d'amanti, recounting the 1594 siege of Taranto and printed at Naples in 1596 with
engravings by Martin van Buyten. Mannarino attempted to make his reputation by
dressing his book in all the trappings of the 1584 Orlando Furioso.The argomenti
and annotationi, gradually added to Ariosto, were rushed into his first edition
by Mannarino to give an academic framework to his poem. The title portrait,
Mannarino at twenty-eight, is notable only as indicative of the extent of his borrowing from Ariosto, but he did have one original idea. In the engraving for canto
seven, Mannarino, labeled as Poeta but clearly recognizable from the title-page
medallion, is carried aloft by his Muse (figure 88). The view of the coastline below
him is still reminiscent of the Ariosto, where the engravers followed the story line
across a beautifully appointed miniature landscape. But Mannarino reappears on the
scene to assure the reader that his vision is based on an allegorical perspective.

Figure87. Antonio FrancescoOliviero.
La alamanna. 4'. Venice, Vincenzo
Valgrisi,1567. Leaf AS'. By permission
of the Houghton Library.
Figure 88. Cataldo Antonio Mannarino.Glorie di gverrieri e d'amanti.
4'. Naples, Giovanni GiacomoCarlino
and Antonio Pace, 1596. LeefN7'. By
permissionof the Houghton Library.
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Figure 89. Domenico Nani Mirabelli.
Polyanthea. f". Savona, Francesco
Silva, for Bernardino de/la Chiesa,
1503. Leaf a1'. By permission of the
Houghton Library.

This symbolic reference, however, is present throughout the century; it is not
just a product of the emblematic cast of thought of the latter half In two early
woodcuts, authors are seen composing their texts with their sources materialized in
front of them. These are also visionary scenes but not obviously so at first reading,
since the spirit figures are not encased in clouds but stand contemporary with the
author at the moment of composition. Domenico Nani Mirabelli called his book
Polyanthea-many flowers. It was printed at Savona in 1503, with a woodcut
showing Nani Mirabelli with a group of authors from whom he selected the
passages for this thesaurus (figure 89). In his dedication, he describes the process of
selection as the gathering of flowers, and in the woodcut his writers crowd around
his table, holding their books but bringing him words as flowers to be placed in the
basket which he holds. The central figure is probably St. Augustine; the two side
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Figure 90. Bartolomeo Platina. Hystoria de vitis pontificum. f". Venice,
Filippo Pincio, 1504. Title page. By
pem1issionof the Houghton Library.

figures with laurel wreaths are classical; the fourth from the left may well be Dante.
Differentiation is chiefly by costume. The profile of Nani Mirabelli is probably a
true portrait. There are other flowers growing at his feet. From this distance, it is
easy to read these as symbolic also, taking the author out of his study into a profusion of living ideas. The printer caught the spirit of the work and set floral initials
into the text.
In the following year there was a similar use of sources in a woodcut for
Bartolomeo Platina's Devitis pontificum. Platina sits writing his book while the popes
who are his subjects stand before him (figure 90). Given a group of figures who
must wear the same costume and take similar positions, the artist did manage to
enliven his group of popes by changes in facial expressions. They seem intent on
posing for Platina although his eyes are on his pen. Platina is one of the few authors
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Figure91. AgostinoTrionfo.Destructio
siue Eradicatio totius arboris Porphirii. 4'. Bologna,Girolamode' Benedetti, 1503. Title page, Biblioteca
Apostolica Vaticana:Stamp. Barb. L.
VII 40 int, 3.
Figure92. DanteAlighieri.Commedia.
8'. Florence, Filippo Giunta, 1506.
Leaf a6'. Courtesy of the Division ef
Rareand ManuscriptCollections,Cornell
UniversityLibrary.
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for whom a formal portrait is available for comparison: the ReceptionefPlatina by
Sixtus IV by Melozzo da Forli in the Vatican. The woodcut portrait is not copied
from the Vatican painting, but the features are those of the same man. It is unlikely
that this title cut was designed with any reference to the exact wording of the title.
The words "diligenter recognita" are simply one of the publisher's useful phrases.
But "recognitio" as reviewing, inspecting, has been literally translated in this
woodcut. As in the Nani Mirabelli woodcut, the subject matter is brought to life.
PARTICIPATION

The portraits of Nani Mirabelli and Platina stand at the edge of the most rewarding
area of author portraiture: the imaginative participation of the author in his text. In
the year of the Polyantheaportrait, I 503, Agostino Trionfo appeared in Bologna on
the title page of a book called Destructiosive EradicatiototiusarborisPorphirii,wielding
an axe against the philosophical Tree of Porphyrius (figure 91). The illustration is
a graphic demonstration of the author's approach. The genealogical tree often
receives a fully naturalistic treatment in fifteenth- and sixteenth-century book
illustration, based largely on the iconography of the Tree of Jesse. There are other
examples of the tree as a symbol of the system of ideas. Agostino accepts the symbol and deals with it accordingly.
Books have been written on the portraits of Dante. An artist wishing to depict
Dante in the sixteenth century had models in frescoes, manuscripts, and medals
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dating back to the 1320s, and these could be verified against Boccaccio's description or against clues given by Dante himself The profile on the Dante border of
1529 was reasonably accurate. The figure of Dante is certainly the most familiar
author-figure of the century as he moves through the numerous editions of the
Commedia. Botticelli's illustrations for Dante, composite scenes with the poet ever
present, influenced such woodcuts as the lively encounter between Dante and the
three beasts that prefaced the Giunta Commediaprinted in Florence in I 506 (figure
92). The Florentine technique of the dark ground is suited to the scene, and much
of the dramatic effect comes from the cutting of the figures of Dante and the beasts
as white against the dark wood. Given the full figure and the situation in the text,
the reader finds that his sense of identification with Dante increases.
Fifteenth-century illustration sequences for Dante were copied and recopied in
the sixteenth century until 1544, when a new set of woodcuts was designed at
Venice for Francesco Marcolini. These go beyond the simple pointing of events in
the text to discover the structure of the poem. Marcolini printed the text with the
commentary of Alessandro Vellutello, and the woodcuts were essentially pedantic,
supporting the commentary by showing an immediate scene such as this one of the
Hypocrites in leaden cloaks but placing it geographically, mapping the progress
downward while keeping Dante in sight (figure 93). The Dante clinging to Virgil
on the edge of the sixth bolgiaof the eighth circle of Hell is portraiture only in its
relation to the text. The little D and V figures are quite human and expressive, and
overwhelmed by their experience.

Figure 93. Dante Alighieri. La
comedia. 4". Venice, Francesco1Warcolini, for Alessandro Ve/lute/lo, 1544.
LeafAf8'. By permissionof the Houghton
Library.

Figure 94. Francesco Petrarca and
Girolamo Malipiero. In Malipiero, 11
Petrarcha spiritvale. 4". Venice,
FrancescoMarcolini, 1536. Leaf A1".
By permissionof the Houghton Library.
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Figure95. PietroAretino. Cortigiana.
4°. Venice, Giovanni Antonio Nicolini
da Sabbio, for FrancescoMarcolini,
1534. Title page. (Reprodnced.from
v.5 of
Max Sander,Le livre a figures italien,
New York, 1941.)By permissionof the
Houghton Library.
Figure96. Pietro Aretino. Stanze. 4'.
Venice,Francesco
A1arcolini,1537. Title
page. By permission of the Houghton
Library.

Editions of Petrarch usually were illustrated with companion portraits of Petrarch
and Laura, after the Laurentian miniatures. Occasionally the poet is included in the
first of the illustrations for the Trion.ft,but he does not enter into his text in the way
that Dante did. Among the early Francesco Marcolini books with portraits is a 1536
edition of Il Petrarchaspiritualeby Girolamo Malipiero. It has a formal portrait of
Petrarch on the title page, but on the verso of the title is a woodcut the same size
as the title portrait, in which Malipiero is seen speaking to Petrarch at the edge of
a forest with Arqua and the poet's tomb in the distance (figure 94). The prefatory
text beginning on the facing page is that of an imaginary dialogue between Petrarch
and his sixteenth-century editor, taking place on June 8, 1534, in which Petrarch
asks the Franciscan Malipiero to adapt his work to spiritual uses. The artist, who
signed the block with a monogram, has not been identified.
Marcolini had several blocks of formal portraits of Pietro Aretino. There are two
in Doni's Imondi. The one used on the Cortigiana(Giovanni Antonio Nicolini da
Sabbio, for Marcolini) in 1534 (figure 95) is probably the most formidable, and, like
the Titian Ariosto, it was copied by other printers. In 1537, Marcolini, Titian, and
Aretino combined efforts to prove that even Aretino could be transformed by his
text. The woodcut is a chiaroscuro cut, printed in black with a shading block in
bistre (figure 96). It was designed for Aretino's Stanze in praise of Angela Serena.
Aretino's text plays on both names of his subject, and he pictures her as a winged
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Figure 97. Cesare Cesariano. In
VitruviusPollio,De architectura libri
dece. j°. Como, Gottardo da Ponte,
1521. uaf M4'. By permission of the
Houghton Library.

siren among the stars. This is a purely literary portrait, with reference to a passage
in stanza 5:
11Thoscano Pastor, che il vero tene
Sculto nel fronte, sopra un tronco assiso,
Gliocchi al ciel volti, a la sua Dea il pensiero
Cosi a dir moue in suon piano, et altero.

Aretino in the guise of an adoring shepherd is acceptable only in this context. The
distinctive feature of this scene is the change that the nature of the text has worked
upon the author, upon the complacent profile from his other books. Angela Serena
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Figure98. Niccolo Tartaglia. La noua
scientia. {'. Venice, Niccolo de Bascarini,for the author, 1550. Title page.
By permissionof the Houghton Library.

is here both his inspiration and the projection of his imagination. This is one man
with his own vision, about as far as we can get from the Bellincioni pose with
which this study opened. To understand this Aretino portrait we need to know not
only one author but one passage of one text.
The sophisticated allegory of Aretino's Angela Serena depends less on a universal system than on the reader's understanding of the two figures after he reads the
text. The author who sees his text in terms of allegory can be found as early as 1477
in Antonio Bettini's Monte Sante di Dio, an extraordinary Florentine book illustrated with engravings. Cesare Cesariano's 1521 woodcut of the "Mundi electiva" is
in the same tradition (figure 97). The author is almost always lost in the crowd of
labeled figures and threatening heads, but he is near the center of the block, identified by the laurel wreath and the measuring instruments in his hand. Cesariano has
let his imagination run far from the text of Vitruvius in which this block appears,
in an attempt to place himself in the world as he sees it.
Niccolo Tartaglia, translator of Euclid, saw himself as participant in a different
allegorical scene. In a woodcut on the title page of a 1550 Venice edition of his La
nova scientia, Tartaglia has passed through the door held open by Euclid, moved
safely through the cannon fire, and now stands surrounded by the mathematical
sciences and the pseudo-sciences of prophecy (figure 98). Aristotle and Plato are
ready to admit him to the presence of "Philosofia" enthroned. In the foreground
are other scholars considering the same route, and one attempting to scale the wall
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Figure 99. Francesco Colonna. La
hypnerotomachia di Poliphilo. f".
Venice, sons ofAldo Manuzio, 1545.
Leaf a6''.By permissionofthe Houghton
Library.

with a ladder that is too short. This block has more affinity with the Marcolini
Dante than with Cesariano's world view. Euclid was Tartaglia's guide to knowledge, and it was Euclid who put him in such illustrious company.
By participating in the allegory, the author can ifhe wishes hide behind the mask
of Author. In the HypnerotomachiaPoliphili,the text is a first-person narrative in the
form of a dream. The dreamer is called Poliphilus. The author assumes the persona
of Poliphilus throughout the text and reveals his name as Francesco Colonna in an
acrostic formed by the first letter of each chapter. Poliphilus moves through much
of the illustration in the manner of Dante. He is seen lying under a tree as the dream
begins (figure 99). It is the dream structure of the text that releases the author from
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Figure 1 oo. FrancescoColonna. La
hypnerotomachia di Poliphilo . .f'.
Venice, sons efAldo Manuzio, 1545.
LeefD8'. By permissionof theHoughton
Ubrary.

ordinary logical connections and pennits him to mix past and present in a narrative
that astonishes its few twentieth-century readers. A more coherent example of a
dream text is the Trionfi of Petrarch. The triumphal carts move through the
Hypnerotomachiaas well. The sleeping author, experiencing the past, is at the same
time seeking fame and immortality. Later in the volume, the figure of PoliphilusColonna at his desk is unusual in the amount of space left on the block (figure mo).
The artist found it unnecessary to fill the room with books and furniture and even
opened it further with a view from the window. The clarity of line in illustrations
is one of the reasons why the book serves still as a model of balance between type
and illustration. It was printed at Venice at the Aldine press in 1499 and was
reprinted in mid-sixteenth century (1545) with the same woodcuts.
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On a much smaller scale was the dream of Alessandro Caravia, fl sogno dil
Caravia,printed at Venice in 1541. The woodcut on the title page shows Caravia
seated at a table with his friend Zuanpolo standing in front of him. The author
appears in all five woodcuts in the text as Zuanpolo fulfills his promise to return to
Caravia after death and speak to him in a dream (figure IOI). The text is a verse
narrative. Cara via makes himself the central character but writes in the third person,
referring to himself as il Caravia.
The dream as a literary technique allowed the author to project himself into a
situation in which he could claim intimate contact with the past as in the
Hypnerotomachiaor with spirits such as the demon who carries off Zuanpolo. The
dream is used in another way by Camillo Agrippa in his Trattato di scientiad'arme,
Rome, 1553. Agrippa, while writing books on science and engineering, was particularly concerned with his own image. The Trattatodi scientiad'armeis his first published
work, and the volume carries an engraved medallion portrait of Agrippa on the recto
of the first leaf in place of the title page. The title is printed on the verso of the leaf
There are two other portraits within the volume. In the first, Agrippa is seated at a
table showing to scholars a sphere that he has designed, the scene described in the
"Dialogo di filosofia" appended to the title treatise on dueling. Another engraving is
also explained by the dialogue. In this third portrait, Agrippa is shown as in a dream
defending himself, with the help of his friends, against an attack by philosophers (figure
rn2). The attackers hold compasses and angles as weapons. Agrippa has his sword
but does not use it, defending himself only with an outstretched hand. The background is a dream landscape of ancient buildings and obelisks.

Figure 101. Alessandro Caravia. II
sogno di] Caravia.
4 ". Venice,
Giovanni Antonio de' Nicolini da
Sabbio, 1541. Leaf G5r. By permission
of the Houghton Library.

Figure 102. Camillo Agrippa. Trattato
di scientia d'arme. {'. Rome, Antonio
Blado, 1553. Leaf QJ'. By permission
of the Houghton Library.
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Figure103. DomenicoFontana. Della
trasportatione dell' obelisco Vaticano.

f'. Rome, DomenicoBasa, 1590. Leef
A1'. By permission of the Houghton
Ubrary.

The Agrippa Trattato is fully illustrated with fifty-three engravings of figures
demonstrating dueling positions. The "Dialogo" has only one diagram in addition
to these two scenes with Agrippa. The emphasis of the illustration for this part of
the text is on the author rather than on the scientific theory he is discussing. The
same approach is used as late as 1595 in the illustration of Agrippa's Nuove inventioni
soprail modo di navigare,also printed in Rome. Two engravings among the preliminary matter are a medallion portrait of Agrippa and an allegorical representation of
Agrippa with the Muses in an appeal for harmony between the arts and the sciences. Beginning in I 5 83, Agrippa's books are labeled at the end with a month of the
year, placing them in what he calls ''l'anno dell' Agrippa." January was a proposal
for moving the Vatican obelisk.
One of the engineering marvels of the century was the moving of an obelisk from
behind the sacristy to the piazza in front of St. Peter's. The author of the project was
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Figure 104. Domenico Fontana. Della
trasportatione dell' obelisco Vaticano.f0. Rome, Domenico Basa, 1590.
Leaf B2'. By permissionof the Houghton
Library.

Domenico Fontana, architect to Pope Sixtus V. His account of his achievement was
printed in Rome in r 590 in a book of aptly monumental proportions. It has two
engraved title pages, the second of which is a portrait of Fontana (figure 103).
He is holding a model of the obelisk, his well-earned attribute. While the shields
above him have the arms ofSixtus V, his own coat of arms is on the pedestals, with
the obelisk on a pale between the Fontana fountains. There are architects' drawing
instruments suspended from the pediment. The artist is Natal Bonifacio, who dated
the copperplate r 589. The plainer engraved title dated 1590 may have been added
as protection for the portrait title. Twelve full-page engravings record every phase
of the operation, beginning with the competition in which architects and engineers
submit their proposals for moving the Vatican obelisk. Fontana's successful design
is held aloft by cherubs, opposite a floating figure of Concordia supervising the
competition (figure 104). One of the unsuccessful entrants to be recognized below
(as plan B) is Camillo Agrippa demonstrating his system oflevers.
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Figure 105. Ferrante Imperato. Dell'
historia natvrale libri xxviii. f".
Naples,

Costantino

Vitale

at

the

Stigliola press, 1599. Double plate bound
following leaf a2. By permission of the
Houghton Library.
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There is no simple progression in the Italian book in terms of technique or conception. By the end of the century, the engraving was considered the true medium
for fine book illustration and essential to a book such as Fontana's. Yet it is a
woodcut of I 599 that best closes a chapter on the author portrayed in relation to
the materials of his text (figure 105). The cut is in a book printed at Naples,
Ferrante Imperato' s Historia naturale. It shows Ferrante and his son Francesco
pointing out items in Imperato's collection to two visitors to his museum. The
sheer exuberance of the display is evidence of curiosity redirected but still unsatisfied.
The finest of these late portraits show the investiture of scientific texts with literary style and symbolism. Giovanni Battista della Porta was a man of both worlds,
a scientist and a dramatist. His literary imagination and his view of himself as Renaissance magus took him beyond observation of nature into the writing of books
on natural magic, on analogies between men and animals, animals and plants, man
and celestial bodies. His personal device was a lynx with the motto, "Aspicit et
inspicit." Della Porta was under a warning from the Inquisition, and a book
such as his De humana physiognomonia was slow to be licensed for printing. The
comparative heads of men and animals on the title page of the first edition of 1586
are taken from engravings in the text, where della Porta discusses the correspondences in detail (figure ro6). The engraved title page is a precis of the text, with
della Porta confidently at the center.
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Figure 106. Giovanni Battista de/la
Porta. De hvmana physiognomonia
Jibri iiii. f'. Vico Equense, Giuseppe
Cacchi,1586. Title page. By permission
of the Houghton Library.

The books in which these portraits appeared are now generally closed and
shelved in locked cases, superseded by modern editions for the texts that survived
changing tastes. The Italian painted portrait is now more accessible than the printed, through museums, reproductions, and studies of the artists involved. The
printed portrait belongs with its text, yet to reopen the 1493 Bellincioni and put it
beside the 1586 della Porta is to see a dynamic transformation in the author's image
during this century. Della Porta: enlarged, individualized, surrounded by the results
of his peculiar observation and imagination. These are not just technical developments in the art of illustration but literary and philosophical progress in the art of
self-expression.

